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Introdu tion
Hol98 is the latest in a line of veri ation systems originating from the original HOL
system [4℄, whi h was itself derived from Edinburgh LCF [3℄. However, Hol98 is a de nite
break with the past: it has been re-designed to address the requirements of industrial-s ale
formal proof in the late 1990s.
Hol98 provides an extensible set of fa ilities both for doing veri ation and for writing veri ation tools. The system ontains the work of many people, a umulated over
de ades. (To those who know the authorship of the tools, there is a slight avour of
being in a museum.) As a result, Hol98 o ers many ways to a hieve a given task; this is
understandable|but tremendously frustrating for beginners. The point of this do ument
therefore, is to give a brief survey of the important fa ilities available in Hol98; we will
give only the `big pi ture', along with some hints for deeper exploration. The reader who
ompletes the do ument should have an idea of how to formalize and prove simple things
in Hol98, as well as an idea of how to go about extending the system to his or her own
purposes.
We pro eed as follows. In Chapter One, we give a qui k lesson on how to start Hol98. In
Chapter Two, the syntax of HOL (higher-order logi , the logi that Hol98 implements) is
des ribed. The basi methods of proof that the system provides are surveyed in Chapter
Three. In Chapter Four, brief summaries of the available theories and libraries are given.
In Chapter Five, we des ribe the means by whi h users an build and maintain their
own logi al obje ts. In Chapter Six we dis uss a pa kage for high-level intera tive proof.
Some medium-length examples are the subje t of Chapter Seven (at present we have only
a detailed proof of Eu lid's theorem to o er). Chapter Eight ( urrently absent) ontains
listings of the most important parts of the programmer's interfa e.
SML'97 [5℄ plays the role of a programming metalanguage in whi h the HOL logi is
de ned. Currently, the implementation is in Mos owML,1 an implementation of a subset
of SML'97. Thus Hol98 omprises a number of ML2 modules. There are two main ways
to utilize these modules: they an be used during an intera tive proof e ort; or they
an be used as libraries in the writing of ustom proof tools. Both usages require some
knowledge of ML, the former mu h less than the latter. We shall assume that the reader
knows some Standard ML. Several good texts on SML already exist; the ones by Paulson
[6℄ and Ullman [7℄ have been updated for SML'97.
Finally, you will nd that this user's manual is lled with gaps. There are many
positive ways to deal with these, among them being (1) asking a guru, either lo ally or on
the info-hol mailing list, (2) attempting to extrapolate the relevant information from [4℄
(whi h should in any ase be used as a ba kground referen e to the often fa ile treatments
given here), or (3) diving into the sour es, whi h is the path to guruhood.
1 http://www.dina.kvl.dk/~sestoft/mosml.html

2 We

will use ML and SML as synonyms for SML'97.
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Chapter 1
Getting Started

Starting up Hol98 is straightforward:
<hol-dir>/bin/hol a0 ... an

where an argument ai to the invo ation an be either (1) a path (pre xed by -I) where
the system an nd ode or, (2) a le to exe ute before turning ontrol over to the user.
For example, invoking
<hol-dir>/bin/hol

-I /lo al/foo

/home/me/my-hol-init.sml

will do the following:



The path /lo al/foo is added to the pre-existing path. If the user later asks for a
module X to be loaded, the system will rst look in ea h dire tory on the pre-existing
path before looking in /lo al/foo for X. Usually, no paths need be added to the
system path.



The ML le /home/me/my-hol-init.sml will be exe uted. The order of exe ution
of start-up les is left-to-right. There is a system start-up le that gets exe uted
before any user-given ones: it an be found in the le std.prelude in the top level
of the Hol98 distribution dire tory. The ode in std.prelude will load and open
some standard basi support (ta ti s, onversions, simple de nition prin iples) and
set up the paths to all the system libraries.

As usual, at least in Unix systems, Hol98 an be exited by entering ^D. Invoking quit();
will serve the same purpose.

1.1 Help
There are several kinds of help available in Hol98, all a essible through the same in antation:
help <string>;

The kinds of help available are:

5

1.2. Input and Output
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Mos owML help. This is uniformly ex ellent. Information for library routines is available, whether the library is loaded or not via help "Lib".
HOL overview. This is a short summary of important information about Hol98.
HOL help. This is the on-line help from Hol88 and Hol90, and is intended to do ument all HOL-spe i fun tions available to the user. It is very detailed and often
a urate; however, it an be out-of-date, refer to HOL90 or HOL88, or even be
missing!
HOL stru ture information. For most stru tures in the Hol98 sour e, one an get a
listing of the entrypoints found in the a ompanying signature. This is helpful for
lo ating fun tions and is automati ally derived from the system sour es, so it is
alway up-to-date.
Theory fa ts. These are automati ally derived from theory les, so they are always upto-date. The signature of ea h theory is available (sin e theories are represented by
stru tures in Hol98). Also, ea h axiom, de nition, and theorem in the theory an
be a essed by name in the help system; the theorem itself is given.
Therefore the following example queries an be made:
help
help
help
help
help
help

"installPP"
"hol"
"a onv"
"Ta ti "
"boolTheory"
"list_Axiom"

Mos ow ML help
Hol98 overview
on-line HOL help
HOL sour e stru ture information
theory stru ture signature
theory stru ture signature and theorem statement

1.2 Input and Output
A person usually works with Hol98 by intera ting with the ML top level loop1 in order
to build formalizations and perform proofs. In this setting, the user often needs to enter
expressions of the HOL logi to ML, and interpret the resulting responses. Sin e the ML
representations of the types, terms, and theorems of the HOL logi are quite unreadable
in their `raw' form, so- alled prettyprinters for HOL logi expressions are automati ally
invoked by the ML top level when printing output.
Similarly, types and terms often have to be onstru ted by the user, e.g., in order to
make de nitions, state goals to prove, provide existential witnesses, et . Sin e it would
be unbearable to make a type or term of any size `by hand', the system omes equipped
with parsers for type and term expressions. The parser for types is alled Type, and the
1 So

far, that is; one of the intended appli ations of Hol98 is for building bat h theorem proving tools.

1.3. First proof
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parser for terms is alled Term. These parsers take quotations . A quotation `: : : ` is
mu h like an SML string, ex ept that it an span several lines without requiring awkward
ba kslashes, as an ML string would.2

1.2.1 Quotation prepro essing
For onvenien e, the Athabas a release supplies a version of Hol98 that features a ombined
parser that a epts both types and terms. En losing some obje t language on rete syntax
between o urren es of `` will result in the orre t parser being invoked. For example
``x /\ y /\ z ==> ?p. p``

will parse as a term while
``:'a -> ('b -> 'h) -> bool``

parses as an HOL type. Note that the on rete syntax given in the quotation needs to
provide a hint: the type parser will only be alled if the rst hara ter after the leading
`` is a olon (:).
Knowledgeable ML users will noti e that the idiom ``: : : `` is not ML-typable; it is
implemented as a pre-pro essor to ML, thanks to work by Ri hard Boulton. Prepro essing
is not the default in this release. Users who wish to use the pre-pro essor should use
<hol-dir>/bin/hol.enquote
<hol-dir>/bin/Holmake.enquote.

Input ontaining instan es of ``: : : `` will be a epted by these versions of Hol98.

1.3 First proof
In this se tion we show a simple goal being stated and solved in Hol98. Full explanations
of what is going on an be found in the rest of this do ument, but we needn't wait to
exer ise the system.
First, we start up the system. The start-up phase exe utes a standard prelude. (System
responses o ur on lines starting with >.)
bash$ /home/kxs/hol98/bin/hol
>
>
>

Enter `quit();' to quit.
For HOL help, type: help "hol";
2 Quotations

information.

were a feature in the original LCF system. See the Mos owML User's Manual for more

1.3. First proof
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHHHHHH
HHHHHHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
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OOOO
OO OO
OO OO
OOOO

LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LLL
LLLL
LL LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL98 [Athabas a 2℄

[ losing file "/home/kxs/hol98/std.prelude"℄

Now we load an automati rst order reasoner, written by John Harrison (and ported
by Mi hael Norrish from Harrison's HOL-Light system).3
>

- load"mesonLib";
val it = () : unit

Now we will set a goal for the reasoner to prove. In mathemati al notation, it is

8R: (8x: 9y: R x y) = 9f: 8x: R x (f x):
This theorem is the justi ation of Skolemization. It says that every x is related to a y
by R if and only if there is a fun tion f mapping ea h x to its orresponding y . In Hol98
notation, we have:
>
>
>
>
>
>

- set_goal([℄, Term `!R. (!x. ?y. R x y) = ?f. !x. R x (f x)`);
<<HOL message: inventing new type variable names: 'a, 'b.>>
val it =
Proof manager status: 1 proof.
1. In omplete:
Initial goal:
``!R. (!x. ?y. R x y) = (?f. !x. R x (f x))``

Now we apply the reasoner to the goal with the e ommand. It says \OK.." and sets
to work. As it sear hes for a proof, it prints out a row of dots. The proof is found in
about a third of a se ond, and onsists of 615 inferen e steps in the HOL logi .
3 One

might think that this sort of tool should already be \part of" Hol98; however, all of the reasoners
of Hol98 are in external libraries. This is a onsequen e of a fundamental design tenet for LCF-style
systems: keep a very simple kernel to the implementation, and add libraries on top.

1.3. First proof
>
>
>
>
>

- e (mesonLib.MESON_TAC[℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ....
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !R. (!x. ?y. R x y) = (?f. !x. R x (f x))

Now we an extra t the proved theorem, and bind it to a name in ML.
>

- val Skolem = top_thm();
val Skolem = |- !R. (!x. ?y. R x y) = (?f. !x. R x (f x)) : Thm.thm

9

Chapter 2
Syntax

The HOL logi is a lassi al higher-order predi ate al ulus. Its syntax enjoys two main
di eren es from the syntax of standard rst order logi .1 First, there is no distin tion
in HOL between terms and formulas: HOL has only terms. Se ond, ea h term has a
type: types are used in order to build well-formed terms. There are two ways to onstru t
types and terms in HOL: by use of a parser, or by use of the programmer's interfa e. In
this hapter, we will fo us on the on rete syntax a epted by the parsers, leaving the
programmer's interfa e for Chapter 8.

2.1 Types
A HOL type an be a variable, a onstant, or a ompound type, whi h is a onstant of
arity n applied to a list of n types.
hol type ::= 'ident
(type variable)
j bool
(type of truth values)
j ind
(type of individuals)
j hol type -> hol type
(fun tion arrow)
j ident
(nullary type onstant)
j hol type ident
(unary ompound type)
j (hol type1; : : : ; hol typen)ident
( ompound type)
Type onstants are also known as type operators. They must be alphanumeri . Type
variables are alphanumeri s written with a leading prime ('). In Hol98, the type onstants
bool, fun, and ind are primitive. The introdu tion of new type onstants is des ribed
in Chapter 5. bool is the two element type of truth values. The binary operator fun is
used to denote fun tion types; it an be written with an in x arrow. The nullary type
onstant ind denotes an in nite set of individuals; it is used for a few highly te hni al
developments in the system and an be ignored by beginners. Thus
'a -> 'b
(bool -> 'a) -> ind

are both well-formed types. The fun tion arrow is "right asso iative", whi h means that
ambiguous uses of the arrow in types are resolved by adding parentheses in a right-to-left
sweep: thus the type expression
1 We

assume the reader is familiar with rst order logi .

10
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ind -> ind -> ind -> ind

is identi al to
ind -> (ind -> (ind -> ind)).

The produ t (#) and sum (+) are other in x type operators, also right asso iative; however,
they are not loaded by default in Hol98. How to load in useful logi al ontext is dealt
with in Chapter 4.

2.2 Terms
Ultimately, a HOL term an only be a variable, a onstant, an appli ation, or a lambda
term.
term ::= ident
(variable or onstant)
j term term
( ombination)
j nident: term (lambda abstra tion)
In the system, the usual logi al operators have already been de ned, in luding truth (T),
falsity (F), negation (~), equality (=), onjun tion (/\), disjun tion (\/), impli ation (==>),
universal (!) and existential (?) quanti ation, and an inde nite des ription operator ().
As well, the basis in ludes onditional, lambda, and `let' expressions. Thus the set of
terms available is, in general, an extension of the following grammar:
term ::= term : hol type
(type onstraint)
j term term
(appli ation)
j ~term
(negation)
j term = term
(equality)
j term ==> term
(impli ation)
j term \/ term
(disjun tion)
j term /\ term
( onjun tion)
j term => term j term
( onditional)
j nident1 : : : identn: term
(lambda abstra tion)
j !ident1 : : : identn: term
(forall)
j ?ident1 : : : identn: term
(exists)
j ident1 : : : identn: term
( hoose)
j ?!ident1 : : : identn: term
(exists-unique)
j let ident = term
[and ident = term℄ in term
(let expression)

j
j
j
j

T
F

ident
(term)

(truth)
(falsity)
( onstant or variable)
(parenthesized term)

2.2. Terms
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Some examples may be found in Table 2.1. Term appli ation an be iterated. Appliation is left asso iative so that term term term : : : term is equivalent in the eyes of the
parser to (: : : ((term term) term) : : :) term.
The lexi al stru ture for term identi ers is mu h like that for ML: identi ers an be
alphanumeri or symboli . Variables must be alphanumeri . A symboli identi er is any
on atenation of the hara ters in the following list:
#?+*/\\=<>&%!,:;_|~-

with the ex eption of the keywords \\, ;, =>, |, and : ( olon). Any alphanumeri an be
a onstant ex ept the keywords let, in, and, and of.
x = T
!x. Person x ==> Mortal x
!x y z. (x ==> y) /\ (y ==> z) ==> x ==> z
!x. P x ==> Q x
S = \f g x. f x (g x)

x is equal to true.
All persons are mortal.
Impli ation is transitive.
P is a subset of Q
De nition of a famous ombinator.

Table 2.1: Con rete Syntax Examples

2.2.1 Constants
The HOL grammar gets extended when a new onstant is introdu ed. The introdu tion of
new onstants will be dis ussed in se tion 5. In order to provide some notational exibility,
onstants ome in various avours: besides being an ordinary onstant, a onstant ould
also be a binder or an in x.

2.2.1.1 Binders
A binder is a onstru t that binds a variable; for example, the universal quanti er. In
HOL, this is represented using a tri k that goes ba k to Alonzo Chur h: a binder is a
onstant that takes a lambda abstra tion as its argument. The lambda binding is used to
implement the binding of the onstru t. This is an elegant and uniform solution. Thus
the on rete syntax !v. M is represented by the appli ation of the onstant ! to the
abstra tion (\v. M).
The most ommon binders are !, ?, ?!, and . Sometimes one wants to iterate appliations of the same binder, e.g.,
!x. !y. ?p. ?q. ?r. term.

This an instead be rendered
!x y. ?p q r. term.

2.2. Terms
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2.2.1.2 In xes
All in x onstants asso iate to the right. The pre eden e ordering for the initial set of
in xes is /\, \/, ==>, =, , ( omma2). Thus
X /\ Y ==> C \/ D, P = E, Q

is equal to
((X /\ Y) ==> (C \/ D)), ((P = E), Q).

An expression term <infix> term is internally represented as ((<infix> term) term).

2.2.2 Type onstraints
A term an be onstrained to be of a ertain type. For example, X:bool onstrains
the variable X to have type bool. Similarly, T:bool performs a (va uous) onstraint of
the onstant T to bool. An attempt to onstrain a term inappropriately will raise an
ex eption: for example,
T => (X:ind) | (Y:bool)

will fail be ause both bran hes of a onditional must be of the same type. Type onstraints an be seen as an in x that binds more weakly than any term onstant. Thus
term : : : term : hol type is equal to (term : : : term) : hol type. For example, the prospe tive term (x, y : bool) will not be a epted, sin e we are attempting to onstrain a
pair to be a boolean.
The in lusion of : in the symboli identi ers means that some onstraints may need to
be separated by white spa e. For example,
$=:bool->bool->bool

will be broken up by the HOL lexer as
$=: bool -> bool -> bool

and parsed as an appli ation of the symboli identi er $=: to the argument list of terms
[bool, ->, bool, ->, bool℄. A well-pla ed spa e will avoid this problem:
$= :bool->bool->bool

is parsed as the symboli identi er "=" onstrained by a type.
2 When

pairTheory has been loaded
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2.2.2.1 Type inferen e
Consider the term x = T. Ea h term (and all of its subterms), has a type in the HOL logi .
Now, T has type bool. This means that the onstant = has type xty -> bool -> bool,
for some type xty. Sin e the type s heme for = is 'a -> 'a -> bool, we know that xty
must in fa t be bool in order for the type instan e to be well-formed. Knowing this, we
an dedu e that the type of `x' must be bool.
Ignoring the jargon ("s heme" and "instan e") in the previous paragraph, we have
ondu ted a type assignment to the term stru ture, ending up with a well-typed term.
It would be very tedious for users to ondu t su h argumentation by hand for ea h term
entered to Hol98. Thus, Hol98 uses an adaptation of Milner's type inferen e algorithm
for ML when onstru ting terms via parsing. At the end of type inferen e, un onstrained
type variables get assigned by the system. Usually, this assignment does the right thing.
However, at times, the most general type is not what is desired and the user must add type
onstraints to the relevant subterms. For tri ky situations, the global variable show_types
an be assigned. When this ag is set, the prettyprinters for terms and theorems will show
how types have been assigned to subterms. If you do not want the system to assign type
variables for you, the global variable guessing_tyvars an be set to false, in whi h
ase the existen e of unassigned type variables at the end of type inferen e will raise an
ex eption.

2.2.3 Expanded term grammar
There is some further syntax that is spe ially treated by the parser. The theory of pairs
introdu es the in x pairing operator (,) as well as the orresponding in x produ t (#)
type operator. The theory of sets introdu es notation for the empty set {} (or EMPTY),
membership (the in x IN) insertion (the in x INSERT), set omprehension, enumerated
sets, and many other de ned onstants. The theory of lists introdu es the onstants NIL
(the surfa e syntax [℄ an be used) and CONS, as well as notation for enumerated lists.
The theories of (Peano) numbers and strings introdu e the onstru tors 0, SUC, "", and
STRING, as well as literals for numbers and strings. If the theory of restri ted quanti ers
is present, syntax is provided for onstraining bound variables by predi ates.
Thus, if the theories of pairs, sets, numbers, strings, lists, and restri ted quanti ers are
loaded, the HOL grammar is an extension of that in Table 2.2.
In the table, the varstru t (vstr ) onstru t is used. A varstru t is (apparently) an
arbitrarily nested tuple of variables, where ea h variable only o urs on e. The translation
of varstru ts into the internal abstra t syntax trees is omplex, so we avoid the explanation
(for this draft).
vstr ::= ident : hol type
j ident
j vstr,vstr
j (vstr)

Also, in the term grammar a harseq is just a nite sequen e of hara ters.

2.2. Terms
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term ::= term : hol type
(type onstraint)
j term term
(appli ation)
j CONS term term
(list builder)
j INSERT term term
(set builder)
j SUC term
(su essor)
j ~term
(negation)
j term = term
(equality)
j term ==> term
(impli ation)
j term \/ term
(disjun tion)
j term /\ term
( onjun tion)
j term < term
(less-than)
j term + term
(addition)
j term * term
(multipli ation)
j term - term
(subtra tion)
j term => term j term
( onditional)
j nvstr1 : : : vstrn[::term℄: term (lambda abstra tion)
j !vstr1 : : : vstrn[::term℄: term
(forall)
j ?vstr1 : : : vstrn[::term℄: term
(exists)
j vstr1 : : : vstrn[::term℄: term
( hoose)
j ?!vstr1 : : : vstrn[::term℄: term
(exists-unique)
j let vstr = term
[and vstr = term℄ in term
(let expression)

j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
j

T
F
0
[℄
{}
(term,term)

ident
numeral
" harseq"
(term)
[term; : : : ;term℄
{term; : : : ;term}
{term | term}

(truth)
(falsity)
(zero)
(empty list)
(empty set)
(pair)
( onstant or variable)
(numeri literal)
(string literal)
(parenthesized term)
(enumerated list)
(enumerated set)
(set omprehension)

Table 2.2: Expanded Term Grammar

Chapter 3
Proof

Hol98 provides various me hanisms for doing proof. The user an invoke proof steps at
very low levels of abstra tion (something like doing assembly programming) or use sophisti ated proof pro edures that may perform tens or hundreds of thousands of inferen e
steps in a single invo ation. We give an overview of the di erent means by whi h proof
an be performed in Hol98. First, the various kinds of proof pro edures provided will be
overed. Then we dis uss the available de nition prin iples of the system, and nallly, we
go on to des ribe the standard Hol98 proof manager.

3.1 Rules of inferen e
Hol98 follows the LCF tradition of implementing the primitive inferen e rules of the HOL
logi as onstru tors for an ML abstra t type thm. Derived rules are then built by arbitrary
ML programming. In su h a design, the only way that a theorem an result is when an
ML fun tion having range type thm is fully applied to its arguments. In an LCF-style
system, therefore, there is no way for the system to produ e a theorem other than by
eventually invoking a primitive rule of inferen e. Put another way: if one is able to get
an ML entity of type thm, then it has been proved via an unbroken hain of inferen e.
In the following subse tions, we examine some pa kages that have been built upon the
thm type. In ea h of these, it is important to remember that they are \merely" ways of
organizing proofs, i.e., appli ations of primitive rules. However, rst we treat something
a little more radi al.

3.2 Ora les
Hol98 extends the LCF tradition by allowing the use of an ora le me hanism to allow
arbitrary formulas to be ome elements of the thm type. Thus Hol98 an utilize arbitrary
proof pro edures.1 In spite of su h liberalness, the system an still make strong assertions
about the se urity of ML obje ts of type thm.
To avoid unsoundness, the system ensures that a tag is atta hed to any theorem oming
from an ora le. The system propagates this tag through every inferen e that the theorem
parti ipates in.2 If it happens that falsity be omes derived, the o ending ora le an be
1 Some

are should be taken with proof pro edures for theories la king a formalization in the HOL
logi . The produ t of su h pro edures an be used in HOL without damage; however, in the end it won't
be lear | at least in HOL | what has been proven.
2 The idea is due to Mike Gordon.
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found by examining the tags omponent of the theorem. (The Hol98 authors would be
quite interested to hear of ases where falsity is derivable without the use of ora les.) A
theorem proved without use of any ora le will have an empty tag, and an be onsidered
to have been proved in the HOL logi .
Tagged theorems an be reated via
val mk_ora le_thm : tag -> term list * term -> thm

whi h dire tly reates the requested theorem and atta hes the given tag to it. Tags may
be reated with
Tag.read : string -> tag.

As well as providing prin ipled a ess to external reasoners, tags are used to implement
some useful `system' operations on theorems. For example, Hol98 allows one to dire tly
reate a theorem via mk_thm. The tag MK_THM gets atta hed to ea h theorem reated
with this all. This allows users to dire tly reate useful theorems, e.g., to use as test
data for derived rules of inferen e. Another tag is used to implement validity he king
in ta ti s. Other ommon pre-existing tags are for "de nition s hemas" like num_CONV
(whi h en apsulates the semanti s of numeri literals) and string_CONV (whi h performs
the analogous fun tion for strings).
The tags in a theorem an be viewed by setting Globals.show_tags to true. For
example, we have3
- mk_thm([℄, Term `F`);
val it = [ora les: MK_THM℄ [axioms: ℄ [℄ |- F : thm

There are three elements to the left of the turnstile in the printed representation of
a theorem: the rst two omprise the tags omponent and the third is the standard
assumption list. The tag omponent of a theorem an be extra ted by
Thm.tag : thm -> tag

and prettyprinted by
Tag.pp : ppstream -> tag -> unit.

Remark
No serious attempt is made to prevent spoo ng: a person may slap tag X on an assertion
oming from tool Y if desired. However, the tags for mk_thm and validity he king annot
be spoofed.
3 Hol98

urrently also uses tags for tra king the use of axioms in proofs.
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3.3 Ta ti s
Ta ti s are a well-known method for ba kward proof. The original on eption of Robin
Milner, whi h is still that of ta ti s in HOL, is that a ta ti an be represented by the
type

goal ! goal list  justifi ation;
i.e., a ta ti de omposes a goal4 into subgoals plus a justi ation fun tion. The justi ation fun tion takes the theorems resulting from the solved subgoals and performs inferen e
with them to return a new theorem that a hieves the original goal. Thus the justi ation
has type
thm list ! thm:
A theorem ` M a hieves a goal (; N ) when M = N and also ea h element of is
equal, modulo onvertibility, to an element of . A ta ti t solves a goal g when t g
reates an empty list of subgoals and a justi ation fun tion f su h that f applied to the
empty list a hieves g .
For example, a simple ta ti is CONJ_TAC. It takes a goal and, if it is a onjun tion,
splits it into two subgoals. The justi ation fun tion is CONJ, whi h takes two theorems
and returns a new theorem, whi h has as assumptions the union of the assumptions of
the two theorems, and has as the on lusion the onjun tion of the on lusions of the two
theorems. In ML ode this is expressed as:
fun CONJ_TAC (asl, ) =
let val { onj1, onj2} = dest_ onj
in
([(asl, onj1), (asl, onj2)℄, fn [th1,th2℄ => CONJ th1 th2)
end
handle HOL_ERR _ => raise TACTIC_ERR "CONJ_TAC" "";

Ta ti s are omposed via ta ti als. The basi ta ti als are THEN, THENL, ORELSE, and

REPEAT. The workhorse ta ti als an be found in Table 3.1.

3.4 Conversions
Another heavily used method of arranging proofs in Hol98 is onversions , whi h were
reated by Larry Paulson. In the area of equational reasoning, they provide a high-level
language similar to the language of ta ti s and ta ti als. The rewriters and simpli ers
of Hol98 are all implemented using onversions. Histori ally, onversions have also been
heavily used in intera tive proof; however, the passage of time has seen the emergen e
of advan ed forms of rewriting|su h as onditional and ontextual rewriting, as well as
rewriting using (restri ted) higher order mat hing|whi h often provides a more onvenient alternative for intera tive use.
4A

goal (A; ) has ML type term list  term.

3.5. Theorem Continuations
ta ti
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::= primta ti

j
j
j
j
j
j

(basi ta ti )
NO_TAC
(fail)
ALL_TAC
(No-op)
ta ti THEN ta ti
( omposition)
ta ti ORELSE ta ti
(alternative)
ta ti THENL [ta ti ; : : : ; ta ti ℄ (indexed omposition)
REPEAT ta ti
(iteration)
Table 3.1: Ta ti s and Ta ti als

3.5 Theorem Continuations
Another invention of Paulson were theorem ontinuations. These provide support for
intera tively building ta ti s that perform very spe i manipulation of theorems in the
ourse of inferen e. Experien ed HOL users often swear by theorem ontinuations, but
we will not do ument them here; theorem ontinuations are something that one should
pi k up after learning higher-level proof methods.

3.6 Simpli ers and Automati Reasoners
Hol98 omes with several simpli ers. Largely that is a tribute to the ease with whi h
simpli ers an be written with onversions. Ea h of the following items is the name of
the ML stru ture ontaining the simpli er(s).

Rewrite Performs un onditional rewriting, with various strategies. It uses only rst
order mat hing (up to alpha- onvertibility). This has been a workhorse proof tool
over the years.
Ho rewrite Performs un onditional rewriting, with various strategies. It employs restri ted higher order mat hing, whi h is a signi ant in rease in power, sin e it
performs su h things as quanti er movement, whi h was formerly done in a tedious
fashion by onversions.
RW Performs onditional and ontextual rewriting, with various strategies. It employs
rst order mat hing up to alpha onversion. This is again a signi ant in rease in
power over un onditional rewriting, sin e it an automati ally apply impli ational
theorems by instantiating and solving the ante edents while traversing the goal.
This pa kage was originally designed to implement termination ondition extra tion
when using tflLib to de ne re ursive fun tions.
Cond rewrite Performs onditional rewriting with rst order mat hing, and a xed
strategy. This is used to provide support for the res_quan library, but is also
generally useful.

3.6. Simpli ers and Automati Reasoners
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simpLib Performs onditional and ontextual rewriting, with a xed top-down strategy. It employs higher order mat hing and also performs ordered rewriting for
asso iative- ommutative operators, as in the Boyer-Moore system. This is an `Isabellestyle' simpli er, written by Don Syme; he has signi antly extended it past the original Isabelle design, by allowing free appli ation of de ision pro edures throughout
the rewriting pro ess.
The simpli er library provides a range of pre-assembled databases with whi h to
work. We list the stru tures that must be loaded for ea h of them.
empty_ss
boolSimps
ombinSimps
pairSimps
sumSimps
listSimps
ListSimps
arithSimps
SatisfySimps
UnwindSimps
HOLSimps

The empty simpli ation set
Standard logi simpli ations
Combinator rewrites
Rewrite rules for pairs
Rewrite rules for sums
Basi list theory rewrites
Extended list theory simpli ations
Arithmeti simpli ation, using linear arithmeti pro .
Conversions for witness instantiation
Unwinding existentials
All of the above

By default, only empty_ss is available when simpLib is loaded.
Although it might seem like there ought to be only one simpli ation tool supported
in Hol98, ea h of the above tools has found a ni he in the system, and the di eren es
among them have been signi ant enough to deter onsideration of their uni ation. It
is therefore up to the user to de ide whi h is most suitable for the purpose at hand.

3.6.1 Automati methods
Hol98 also provides automati reasoners for several domains.



For general rst order reasoning, there is mesonLib, whi h has been introdu ed
already.



For arithmeti , tautologies, pairs, datatypes, and ground equational reasoning, there
is de isionLib, whi h implements the Nelson-Oppen method for ombining de ision
pro edures.



For in-the-logi al ulations involving numbers or booleans, there is redu eLib.
This has been in orporated into de isionLib, but the reasoners in redu eLib an
be helpful when writing ustom proof tools.



For the theory of lists, there are some useful onversions in listLib.

3.7. De nition prin iples
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3.7 De nition prin iples
One of the main thrusts in the development of the HOL system has been a stubborn
insisten e on building formalizations by prin iples of de nition, as opposed to the assertion
of axioms. Users of de nition prin iples have the knowledge that they have introdu ed
no in onsisten y into the system. Su h pea e of mind omes at a pri e, however, sin e
the prin iples of de nition for the HOL logi are extremely simple. To remedy this, highlevel de nition me hanisms have been built as derived rules of inferen e. The de nition
prin iples listed in Table 3.2 are urrently o ered by Hol98.
Type de nition
Re ursive types
Mutually re ursive types
Nested re ursive types
Quotient types
Re ord types
Constant spe i ation
Constant de nition
Primitive re ursive fun tions
Mutually re ursive fun tions
Indu tively de ned relations
Wellfounded re ursive fun tions

Type_def
primitive
Define_type
mutre Lib
nested_re Lib
EquivType
Re ordType
Const_spe
primitive
Const_def
primitive
Prim_re
mutre Lib
ind_defLib, IndDefLib
tflLib

Table 3.2: De nition Prin iples
Unfortunately, ea h one of these fa ilties has separate entrypoint(s), and moreover,
using some of them an be quite ungainly. For example, to build and use re ursive type
typi ally involves several steps: rst the type has to be de ned, then separate fun tion alls
need to be made to build indu tion theorems, standard rewrite rule sets, ` ase' theorems,
et . Moreover, during proof, the names of all these entities must be remembered, and
managed. A prototype library aimed at remedying this problem an be found in Chapter
6.

3.7.1 Re ord types
Re ord types 5 are onvenient ways of bundling together a number of omponent types,
and giving those omponents names so as to fa ilitate a ess to them. Re ord types are
semanti ally equivalent to big pair ( ross-produ t) types, but the ability to label the elds
with names of one's own hoosing is a great onvenien e. Re ord types as implemented
in HOL98 are similar to C's stru t types and to Pas al's re ords. However, the urrent
HOL implementation doesn't allow the equivalent of variant re ords, nor for re ords to
be re ursive.
5 This

do umentation has been supplied by Mi hael Norrish
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Done orre tly, re ord types provide useful maintainability features. If one an always
a ess the fieldn eld of a re ord type by simply writing fieldn re ord, then hanges to
the type that result in the addition or deletion of other elds, will not invalidate this referen e. One failing in SML's re ord types is that they do not allow the same maintainability
as far as (fun tional) updates of re ords are on erned. The HOL implementation allows
one to write fieldn update new value re , whi h repla es the old value of fieldn in
the re ord re with new value. This expression will not need to be hanged if another
eld is added, modi ed or deleted from the re ord's original de nition.

3.7.1.1 De ning a re ord type in Hol98
The re ord type pa kage is de ned in the stru ture Re ordType. De ning a re ord type
is a hieved with the fun tion reate re ord, whi h is in that stru ture. This takes two
parameters, a string whi h is the name of the new type, and a list of string-type pairs,
whi h are the names and types of the re ord type's elds. For example, to reate a re ord
type alled person with boolean, string and number elds alled employed, name and
age, one would enter:
val person_result =
reate_re ord "person" [("employed", ``:bool``),
("age",
``:num``),
("name",
``:string``)℄;

The order in whi h the elds are entered is not signi ant. As well as de ning the type
( alled person), the reate re ord fun tion also de nes three other sets of onstants.
These are the eld a ess fun tions, update fun tions, and fun tional update fun tions.
The a ess fun tions are given the same name as the elds hosen,6 so that one would use
the expression: (employed bob) in order to return the value of bob's employed eld.
The update fun tions are given the names eld update for ea h eld in the type. They
take a value of the type of the eld in question and a re ord value to be modi ed. They
return a new re ord value that is otherwise the same as the old value but with the spe i ed
eld having the new value. Having the re ord value as the se ond parameter means that
hains of updates are easy to write, thus:
employed_update T
(age_update 10
(name_update "Child_labourer" bob))

The fun tional update fun tions have the names eld fupd. Rather than spe ifying a
new value for the re ord, these fun tions take a fun tion as their rst parameter, whi h
will be an endomorphism on the eld type, so that the resulting re ord is the same as the
original, ex ept that the spe i ed eld has had the given fun tion applied to it to generate
the new value for that eld. The fun tional update fun tions allow more on ision when
writing updates on a re ord that depend on the eld's old value.
6 Note

that this means that a eld name an not be re-used from one re ord type to another, as there
an only ever be one onstant of a given name.
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3.7.1.2 Spe ifying re ord literals
In the absen e of any dedi ated parsing support for re ord values (whi h may hange in
future releases), there are two ways of spe ifying re ord values dire tly. The representing
type for re ords is onstru ted using the standard datatype pa kage to de ne a type with
one onstru tor that takes arguments orresponding to the elds. This means that one an
spe ify literal values by remembering the order of types as given in the original de nition,
and using the onstru tor, whi h has the same name as the type. Thus, one might write:
(person T 10 "Child_labourer")

This does not win many prizes for maintainability. Marginally better is an ML fun tion
provided in the Re ordType stru ture, reate term fn. This takes a string spe ifying the
name of the type, the a essors theorem for the type (see below), and a list of string-value
pairs. Thus, one might write:
val t = reate_term_fn "person" (#a essor_fns person_result)
[("age", ``10``), ("employed", ``T``),
("name", ``Child_labourer``)℄;

If a eld is omitted in this spe i ation, then the value given to that eld in the nal
re ord value is ARB.

3.7.1.3 Using the theorems produ ed by reate re ord
As well as de ning the type and the fun tions des ribed above, re ord type de nition,
also proves a suite of useful theorems. Most of these are returned in a big re ord; all are
stored using save thm so that they an be re overed.
The re ord returned has the following elds:
type axiom The type axiom for the re ord type, as returned by the standard datatype

de nition pa kage.

a

essor fns The de nitions of the a essor fun tions. This theorem should be in luded

in rewrites used for this type.

update fns The de nitions of the update fun tions. This theorem should be in luded in

rewrites used for this type.

ases thm The usual ases theorem for a type, stating that for all re ord values, there

exist omponent values making it up.

fn upd thm The de nitions of the fun tional update fun tions. This theorem should be

in luded in rewrites used for this type.

a

upd thm A theorem stating simpler forms for expressions of the form eldi ( eldj update v r).

If i = j , then the RHS is v , if not, it is ( eldi r). This theorem should be in luded
in rewrites used for this type.

3.8. A simple proof manager
upd a
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thm A theorem stating that eldi update ( eldi r) r = r for all of the elds
de ned in the type. This theorem should be in luded in rewrites used for this type.

upd upd thm A thereom stating that eldi update v1 ( eldi update v2 r) = eldi update v1 r.

This theorem should be in luded in rewrites used for this type.

upd anon thm A theorem that states ommutativity results for all possible pairs of eld

updates. They are onstru ted in su h a way that if used as rewrites, they will
anoni alise sequen es of updates. This theorem should be in luded in rewrites
used for this type.

ons 11 thm The standard result stating the type onstru tor is inje tive. This theorem

should be in luded in rewrites used for this type.

reate term This last omponent of the re ord returned is not a theorem, but rather an
ML fun tion. It is identi al to the reate term fn already de ned in Re ordType,

but is pre-applied to the relevant arguments, so that it is of the type string-value
list to term.

3.7.1.4 To do




Parsing and pretty-printing support would be ni e.
Need to have the pa kage automati ally prove that equality of re ords is equivalent
to equality of all the elds.

3.8 A simple proof manager
The goal sta k provides a simple interfa e to ta ti -based proof. When one uses ta ti s
to de ompose a proof, many intermediate states arise; the goalsta k takes are of the
ne essary bookeeping. The implementation of goalsta ks reported here is a re-design of
Larry Paulson's original on eption.
The abstra t types goalsta k and proofs are the fo us of ba kwards proof operations.
The type proofs an be regarded as a list of independent goalsta ks. Most operations
a t on the head of the list of goalsta ks; there are operations so that the fo us an be
hanged.

3.8.1 Starting a goalsta k proof
g
: term quotation -> proofs
set_goal : goal -> proofs

Re all that the type goal is an abbreviation for term list * term. To start on a new
goal, one gives set_goal a goal. This reates a new goalsta k and makes it the fo us of
further operations.

3.8. A simple proof manager
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A shorthand for set_goal is the fun tion g: it invokes the parser automati ally, and it
doesn't allow the the goal to have any assumptions.
Calling set_goal, or g, adds a new proof attempt to the existing ones, i.e., rather than
overwriting the urrent proof attempt, the new attempt is sta ked on top.

3.8.2 Applying a ta ti to a goal
expandf : ta ti
expand : ta ti
e
: ta ti

-> goalsta k
-> goalsta k
-> goalsta k

How does one a tually do a goalsta k proof then? In most ases, the appli ation of
ta ti s to the urrent goal is done with the fun tion expand. In the rare ase that one
wants to apply an invalid ta ti , then expandf is used. (For an explanation of invalid
ta ti s, see Chapter 24 of Gordon & Melham.) The abbreviation e may also be used to
expand a ta ti .

3.8.3 Undo
b
drop
dropn
ba kup
restart
set_ba kup

:
:
:
:
:
:

unit
unit
int
unit
unit
int

->
->
->
->
->
->

goalsta k
proofs
proofs
goalsta k
goalsta k
unit

Often (we are tempted to say usually!) one takes a wrong path in doing a proof, or
makes a mistake when setting a goal. To undo a step in the goalsta k, the fun tion ba kup
and its abbreviation b are used. This will restore the goalsta k to its previous state.
To dire tly ba k up all the way to the original goal, the fun tion restart may be used.
Obviously, it is also important to get rid of proof attempts that are wrong; for that there
is drop, whi h gets rid of the urrent proof attempt, and dropn, whi h eliminates the top
n proof attempts.
Ea h proof attempt has its own undo-list of previous states. The undo-list for ea h
attempt is of xed size (initially 12). If you wish to set this value for the urrent proof
attempt, the fun tion set_ba kup an be used. If the size of the ba kup list is set to be
smaller than it urrently is, the undo list will be immediately trun ated. You an not
undo a "proofs-level" operation, su h as set_goal or drop.

3.8.4 Viewing the state of the proof manager
p
status
top_goal
top_goals

:
:
:
:

unit
unit
unit
unit

->
->
->
->

goalsta k
proofs
goal
goal list

3.8. A simple proof manager
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initial_goal : unit -> goal
top_thm
: unit -> thm

To view the state of the proof manager at any time, the fun tions p and status an be
used. The former only shows the top subgoals in the urrent goalsta k, while the se ond
gives a summary of every proof attempt.
To get the top goal or goals of a proof attempt, use top_goal and top_goals. To get
the original goal of a proof attempt, use initial_goal.
On e a theorem has been proved, the goalsta k that was used to derive it still exists
(in luding its undo-list): its main job now is to hold the theorem. This theorem an be
retrieved with top_thm.

3.8.5 Swit h fo us to a di erent subgoal or proof attempt
r
R
rotate
rotate_proofs

:
:
:
:

int
int
int
int

->
->
->
->

goalsta k
proofs
goalsta k
proofs

Often we want to swit h our attention to a di erent goal in the urrent proof, or a
di erent proof. The fun tions that do this are rotate and rotate_proofs, respe tively.
The abbreviations r and R are simpler to type in.

Chapter 4
Existing Context

4.1 Theories
In Hol98, theories are represented by separately ompiled ML stru tures. The theories
listed in Table 4.1 ome pre-built in the system (we have omitted a few of the less ommonly used ones).
minTheory
boolTheory
pairTheory
numTheory
prim re Theory,
arithmeti Theory
integerTheory
TCTheory
primWFTheory
WFTheory
setTheory
pred setTheory
listTheory
ListTheory
optionTheory
nite mapTheory
ltreeTheory
ombinTheory
sumTheory
restr binderTheory
res quanTheory
as iiTheory
stringTheory
wordTheory
realTheory
HOLTheory

the origin theory
de nitions of logi al operators and basi axioms
basi theory of pairs
Peano's axioms derived from the axiom of in nity
the primitive re ursion theorem
Peano arithmeti development
integers, by John Harrison
transitive losure of a relation
wellfounded relations, plus WF indu tion and re ursion
instan es of wellfoundedness at various types
sets as a separate type (in ludes nite sets)
sets as predi ates (in ludes nite sets)
lists
extended theory of lists
the "option" type
nite maps from to
polymorphi nitely bran hing trees
ombinators
disjoint sums
de nitions of binder restri tions
restri ted quanti er support
as ii
strings
(plus others) theory of bitstrings
(plus others) real numbers and analysis
equivalent to HOL theory from hol88/90
Table 4.1: Native Theories
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The only theory that is initially loaded by an invo ation of Hol98 is boolTheory. To
gain a ess to any other theory when working intera tively, simply invoke
load "xTheory";

where x is the name of the theory. On e the theory has been loaded by the system, a ess
to its ontents is through the \dot" notation of ML, e.g., xTheory.FOO_DEF, or if you
prefer, by \opening" the stru ture and then dire tly a essing its ontents.
We will onsider the onstru tion of theories in Chapter 5.

4.2 Libraries
Hol98 urrently o ers the libraries found in Table 4.2.
As for theories, a library is represented by a separately ompiled ML stru ture and an
thus be brought into an intera tive session by invoking \load", e.g.,
load "xLib";

One di eren e between libraries and theories is that a library an in general onsist of a
olle tion of theories and support ML stru tures. Thus sometimes, but not always, the
fun tionality of a library is distributed through a olle tion of ML stru tures, all of whi h
have been brought into the intera tive session by the all to \load". It (unfortunately)
falls to the user to know about the fun tionality of a library. Some libraries provide \help"
and manuals for their use; others do not.

4.2. Libraries

de isionLib
mesonLib
simpLib
ind defLib
IndDefLib
t Lib
mutre Lib,
nestre Lib
mutualLib
goalsta kLib
basi Hol90Lib
optionLib
pairLib
setLib
pred setLib
listLib
stringLib
wordLib
unwindLib
res quanLib
hol88Lib
liteLib
ho mat hLib
refuteLib
redu eLib
tautLib
arithLib
BoyerMooreLib
bossLib
realLib
robddLib
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ooperating de ision pro edures
model- elimination rst order reasoner
Isabelle-style simpli er
indu tive defn. pa kage
generalized indu tive defn. pa kage
wellfounded re ursive de nitions
mutually re ursive datatype de nitions
nested re ursive datatype de nitions
improved mutual/nested datatypes
simple manager for building ta ti proofs
derived rules, ta ti s, onversions, rewriting, et .
option type
extended support for pairs
sets as a separate type
sets as predi ates
extensive development of lists
hara ters and strings
theories and proof support for bitstrings
unwinding existential quanti ers
bounded quanti ation
support for hol88 ompatibility
support for portability with HOL-Lite
higher-order versions of various proof tools
support for refutation pro edures
basi reasoners for nums and bools
tautology prover
linear arith. de ision pro edures
automati proof pro edure based on the one in Nqthm
olle tion of automati tools
theories for the real numbers and analysis.
Redu ed Ordered Binary De ision Diagrams
Table 4.2: Native Libraries

4.2. Libraries
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bool

combin

num

prim_rec

IndDefLib

ind_defLib

TC

mesonLib

simpLib

primWF

arithmetic

real

set

others

setLib

pred_set

robddLib

pair

integer

list

pred_setLib

finite_map

List

realLib

wordLib

arithLib

one

option

tree

listLib

WF

tflLib

sum

ltree

rec_type

decisionLib

Define_type

Datatype

bossLib

mutrecLib

nestrecLib

mutualLib

Figure 4.1: System dependen ies

Chapter 5
Building Logi al Developments

This hapter deals with theories and Holmake. Theories are a simple stru turing me hanism, with whi h formalizations an be broken into hunks. Holmake is a tool for handling
all the ML ode and theories asso iated with a large formalization.

5.1 Theories
Building theories an be onsidered to be the main point of work in Hol98. A theory is a
related olle tion of types, onstants, axioms, de nitions, and theorems, plus `pointers' to
an estor theories. In Hol98, theories are built in an intera tive manner: axioms, de nitions
and theorems an be entered into, or deleted from, the theory under onstru tion at any
time. The system maintains the required dependen ies so that in onsisten y annot result.
On e the user has built the theory to his or her satisfa tion, it an be exported to disk, to
be reloaded at a later date, without having to replay the proofs that reated the theory
in the rst pla e. This is known as persisten e.
In Hol98, there is always a single urrent theory. When Hol98 starts up, the urrent
theory is alled s rat h. Its only parent is the theory bool. Every theory ex ept for the
initial theory (named min in Hol98) has one or more parent theories (found by alling
parents). The transitive losure of the parent relation provides the an estry of a theory
and is omputed by the an estry fun tion.

5.1.1 Building a theory
One makes a theory by a all to new_theory. This allo ates a new `s rat h area' where
subsequent theory operations take e e t. Elements stored in this area may be overwritten
by subsequent additions, or deleted outright. Any theory elements that were built on those
elements are now held to be out-of-date, and will not be in luded in the theory when it is
exported to disk. Moreover, out-of-date onstants and types are printed surrounded by
odd-looking syntax to alert the user.
new_theory

: string -> unit

new_type
new_ onstant
new_infix
new_binder

:
:
:
:

{Name
{Name
{Name
{Name

:
:
:
:

string,
string,
string,
string,

Arity : int} -> unit
Ty : hol_type} -> unit
Ty : hol_type, Pre :int} -> unit
Ty : hol_type} -> unit
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set_fixity

: string -> fixity -> unit

new_axiom
save_thm
store_thm

: string * term -> thm
: string * thm -> thm
: string * term * ta ti

-> thm

The new_ fun tions listed above add types and onstants to the urrent HOL signature.
These entrypoints are rarely invoked dire tly by the user; instead, de nition prin iples
are typi ally used to update the logi signature. The fun tion set_fixity an be used
to hange the parsing status of a onstant after it has been de lared. Noti e that there is
no entrypoint for adding a new parent; that is be ause a theory an be added as a parent
to the urrent theory simply by loading it. The entire an estry of the new parent is then
re ursively and silently loaded.
Usually, when new_theory is alled, the ontents of the urrent theory are written to
disk before the new theory is onstru ted. That is, unless the theory is already onsistent
with disk (this is kept tra k of internally). If however, new_theory is invoked with the
same name as the urrent theory, it is assumed that the user wishes to lear the s rat hpad
and start over, so internally that is what is done. This allows the urrent theory to be
repeatedly re-loaded without having to restart the ML session.
The fun tions new_axioms and save_thm add axioms and theorems into the urrent
theory, under the given name. This name should be an a eptable ML identi er. The
fun tion store_thm takes a term and a ta ti and treats the term as a goal to apply the
ta ti to. The proved theorem is stored in the urrent theory under the given name.
delete_type
delete_ onst
delete_axiom
delete_theorem
uptodate_type
uptodate_term
uptodate_thm
s rub

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

string -> unit
string -> unit
string -> unit
string -> unit
hol_type -> bool
term -> bool
thm -> bool
unit -> unit

There are also some fun tions that allow any element of a theory to be deleted. Any
other elements that depend on that element be ome out-of-date. There is also a omplementary suite of fun tions that tell whether an item is urrent with respe t to the urrent
theory.
Finally, the following situation an often o ur: an item held in the urrent theory all
of a sudden be omes out-of-date be ause something it was built from got deleted. For
reasons of eÆ ien y, it is undesirable for the system to re- he k all dependen ies after
every modi ation to the theory; thus the fun tion s rub is made available so that the
user an de ide when to lean up a theory in disarray.
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5.1.2 Information fun tions
The following fun tions an be used to nd out information about theory items. Most of
them are fairly self-explanatory and so we won't over them.
arity
fixity
pre eden e

: string -> int
: string -> fixity
: string -> int

is_type
is_ onstant
is_binder
is_infix

:
:
:
:

parents
an estry

: string -> string list
: string -> string list

(* items from
types
:
onstants
:
infixes
:
binders
:

string
string
string
string

->
->
->
->

(* of a type
(* of a term

onstant *)
onstant *)

bool
bool
bool
bool
(* of a theory *)

given theory *)
string -> {Name : string, Arity : int} list
string -> term list
string -> term list
string -> term list

(* named theorem from urrent theory *)
axiom
: string -> thm
definition : string -> thm
theorem
: string -> thm
(* all items in a
axioms
: unit
theorems
: unit
definitions : unit

ertain lass
-> (string *
-> (string *
-> (string *

print_theory : unit -> unit
urrent_theory : unit -> string

from urrent theory only *)
thm) list
thm) list
thm) list
(* The whole pi ture *)

The fun tion print_theory an be used to give a listing of the types, onstants, axioms,
de nitions, and theorems of the urrent theory.

5.1.3 Theories and the le system
Hol98 provides persistent theories: on e a user has nished working on a theory, it an be
written out to a le, to be used in future formalization e orts. Before the urrent theory
is written out, all out-of-date entities are s rubbed out. Also the parenthood of the theory
is omputed: it is the fringe of the theory graph at the time export_theory is alled.

5.2. Holmake
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export_theory : unit -> unit

There is also a more general export operation|prim_export_theory | whi h invokes
user-supplied prettyprinters just before printing the end of the theory signature and stru ture. This an be used to, for example, store theory-spe i proof tools with the theory.
When export_theory is invoked from an intera tive session, the theory is exported,
but not ompiled. This makes it diÆ ult to load the theory in a later session. Currently,
export_theory is only useful when invoked under the ontrol of Holmake.

5.2 Holmake
The purpose of Holmake1 is to maintain dependen ies in a Hol98 sour e dire tory. A
single invo ation of Holmake will ompute dependen ies between les, (re-) ompile plain
ML ode, (re-) ompile and exe ute theory s ripts, and (re-) ompile the resulting theory
modules. Holmake does not require the user to provide any dependen y information,e.g.,
a Make le. Holmake an be very onvenient to use, but there are some onventions and
restri tions on it that must be followed, whi h we will des ribe in the sequel.
Holmake an be a essed through
<hol-dir>/bin/Holmake.

The model of user development that Holmake is designed to support is that there are two
modes of work: theory onstru tion and system revision. In `theory onstru tion' mode,
the user builds up a theory by intera ting with HOL, perhaps over many sessions. In
`system rebuild' mode, a module that others depend on has been altered, so all intervening
modules have to be brought up to date. System re-build mode is simpler so we deal with
it rst.

5.2.1 System Rebuild
A system rebuild happens when an existing theory has been improved in some way (augmented with a new theorem, a hange to a de nition, et .), or perhaps some support ML
ode has been added. The user needs to nd and re ompile just those modules a e ted
by the hange. This is what an invo ation of Holmake does, by identifying the out-of-date
modules and re- ompiling and re-exe uting them.

5.2.2 Theory onstru tion
To start a theory onstru tion, some ontext (semanti , and also proof support) is established, typi ally by loading parent theories and useful libraries. In the ourse of building
the theory, the user keeps tra k of the ML | whi h, for example, establishes ontext,
makes de nitions, builds and invokes ta ti s, and saves theorems | in a text le. This le
is used to a hieve inter-session persisten e of the theory being onstru ted, i.e., the text
1 Holmake

has been written by Ken Larsen.
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le resulting from session n is \use"d to start session n +1; after that, theory onstru tion
resumes.
On e the user nishes the perhaps long and arduous task of onstru ting a theory, the
user should
1. make the s ript separately ompilable;
2. invoke Holmake. This will (a) ompile and exe ute the s ript le; and (b) ompile
the resulting theory le. After this, the theory le is available for use.

5.2.3 Making the s ript separately ompilable
First, the invo ation
val _ = export_theory();

should be added at the end of the le. When the s ript is nally exe uted, this all writes
the theory to disk.
Se ond, we address a ru ial environmental issue: if a theory s ript has been onstru ted
using <holdir>/bin/hol, then it has been developed in an environment where some
ommonly used stru tures, e.g., Ta ti , have already been loaded and opened for the
user's onvenien e. When we wish to apply Holmake to a s ript developed in this way, we
have to take some extra steps to ensure that the ompilation environment also provides
these stru tures. In the ommon ase, this is simple; one must only add, at the head of
the theory s ript, the following \boilerplate":
open HolKernel Parse basi Hol90Lib;
infix THEN THENL THENC ORELSE ORELSEC THEN_TCL ORELSE_TCL ## |->;
infixr -->;

This will dupli ate the starting environment that one obtains with <holdir>/bin/hol
and <holdir>/bin/hol.enquote.
Now the s ript should be separately ompilable. Invoke Holmake to he k; Mos owML
will ag any una ounted-for identi ers it nds. The user has to resolve these, either by
using the `dot' notation to lo ate the identi er for the ompiler, or by opening the relevant
module. This \ ompile/resolve-identi er" loop should ontinue until Holmake su eeds in
ompiling the module.
The following notes may be of some help.
1. The lenames of theory s ripts must follow the following onvention: a HOL theory
s ript for theory "x" should be named
xS ript.sml.

If there is a orresponding signature (and there needn't be), it should { following
Mos ow ML onvention { be named xS ript.sig. When export_theory is alled
during an invo ation of Holmake, the les
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xTheory.{sig,sml}

will be generated and then ompiled.
2. In the Mos owML bat h ompiler, modules are not allowed to have unbound toplevel expressions. Hen e, something like the following is not allowed:
new_theory"ted";

To make Mos ow ML happy, one must instead write something like
val _ = new_theory"ted";

3. In the intera tive system, one has to expli itly load modules; on the other hand,
the bat h ompiler will load modules automati ally. For example, in order to exeute open Foo (or refer to values in Foo) in the intera tive system, one must rst
have exe uted load "Foo". Contrarily, the bat h ompiler will reje t les having
o urren es of load, sin e load is only de ned for the intera tive system.
4. Take are not to have the string "Theory" embedded in the name of any of your
les. Hol98 generates les ontaining this string, and when it leans up after itself,
it removes su h les using a regular expression. This will also remove other les
with names ontaining "Theory". For example, if, in your development dire tory,
you had a le of ML ode named
MyTheory.sml

and you also were managing a Hol98 development there with Holmake, then MyTheory.sml would get deleted if Holmake lean was invoked.
5. The dependen y analysis of Holmake will generate dependen ies for all les ending
in ".sig" and".sml" in the dire tory where Holmake is invoked. If you do not want a
parti ular le to be ompiled by Holmake, for example, a s ript for a theory under
onstru tion, simply omit the suÆx, or invent a di erent one.
6. We an see that some users may not wish to use (some of) the support provided by
basi Hol90Lib, sin e it is be oming dated. In that ase, the same general prin iple
set out above will apply: the user must ensure that the ompilation environment
for a theory s ript is the same as the intera tive environment it was developed in.
7. Currently, dependen ies an get omputed several times. This is not harmful, but
it should eventually get xed.
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5.2.4 Summary
A omplete theory onstru tion is performed by the following steps:





Constru t theory s ript, perhaps over many sessions;
Transform s ript into separately ompilable form;
Invoke Holmake to generate the theory and ompile it.

After that, the theory is usable as a module in Mos owML.

5.2.5 What Holmake doesn't do
Holmake only works properly on the urrent dire tory. If there is an out-of-date dependen e leading up out of the urrent dire tory, Holmake will follow it and attempt to build
whatever has to be built. This an fail, and it is not the right way to use Holmake. If one

is developing a system over more than one dire tory, one should write a master Make le
(or shell s ript) that invokes Holmake in the subsidiary dire tories, in the orre t order,
i.e.., su h that there never is an out-of-date dependen e leading outside of the urrent
dire tory. This should always be a hievable, simply by ordering the dire tories in the
order that one would have to \use" les in them. See the Make le in the top level of the
Hol98 distribution for a large example.

5.2.6 Options to Holmake
There are several other options to Holmake:

lean Removes all ompiled les.
leanAll Removes all ompiled les as well as all of the hidden dependen y information.
Finally, the user an dire tly a e t the workings of Holmake by writing a le named
INCLUDE.mk to the dire tory where Holmake is to be invoked. This le is typi ally used
to extend the load path used by the Mos owML bat h ompiler. The following example
omprises the entire ontents of the the le INCLUDE.mk, and allows already ompiled
ode/theories to be found by the bat h system at the given paths:
INCLUDE = -I /some/full/path \
-I /some/other/path

Chapter 6
High-level intera tive proof support

The library bossLib marshalls some of the most widely used theorem proving tools in
HOL and provides them with a onvenient interfa e for intera tion. The library urrently
fo uses on two things: de nition of datatypes and fun tions; and omposition of automated reasoners. Loading bossLib ommits one to working in a ontext that already
supplies the theories of booleans, pairs, the option type, arithmeti , and lists.

6.1 Datatype de nition
There are several useful onsequen es of an obje t logi datatype de nition: stru tural
indu tion, rewrite rules for onstru tors, et . However, these have not traditionally been
automati ally derived at the invo ation of the de nition pa kage: the user would have
to build the required theorems by expli itly invoking various proof pro edures. To remedy this, bossLib o ers the Hol_datatype fun tion.1 The syntax of de larations that
Hol_datatype a epts is found in Table 6.1.
Hol_datatype `ident

=

[ lause |℄* lause`

lause ::= ident
| ident of [hol type =>℄* hol type

Table 6.1: Datatype De laration
There is an underlying database of datatype fa ts that supports the a tivities of bossLib.
This database already ontains the relevant entries for the types bool, prod, num, option,
and list. When a datatype is de ned by Hol_datatype, the following information is derived and stored in the database.






initiality theorem for the type
inje tivity of the onstru tors
distin tness of the onstru tors
stru tural indu tion theorem

1 bossLib

does not yet support mutually re ursive or nested datatypes.
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ase analysis theorem
de nition of the ` ase' onstant for the type
ongruen e theorem for the ase onstant
de nition of the `size' of the type

The following fun tions use information in the database to ease the appli ation of
Hol98's underlying fun tionality:
type_rws
Indu t
Cases
Cases_on
Indu t_on

:
:
:
:
:

string -> thm list
ta ti
ta ti
term quotation -> ta ti
term quotation -> ta ti



The fun tion type rws will sear h for the given type by name in the underlying
database and return useful rewrite rules for that type. The rewrite rules of the
datatype are built from the inje tivity and distin tness theorems, along with the
ase onstant de nition. The pre-existing rewrite rules in the database are already
integrated into the simpli ation sets provided by bossLib; however rewrite rules
arising from an invo ation of Hol_datatype, or whi h ome from a user-de ned
theory, will have to be manually added into the simpsets used by the simpli er.



The Indu t ta ti makes it onvenient to invoke indu tion. When it is applied to
a goal, the leading universal quanti er is examined; if its type is that of a known
datatype, the appropriate stru tural indu tion ta ti is extra ted and applied.



The Cases ta ti makes it onvenient to invoke ase analysis. The leading universal
quanti er in the goal is examined; if its type is that of a known datatype, the
appropriate stru tural ase analysis theorem is extra ted and applied.



The Cases on ta ti takes a quotation, whi h is parsed into a term M , and then M
is sear hed for in the goal. If M is a variable, then a variable with the same name
is sear hed for. On e the term to split over is known, its type and the asso iated
fa ts are obtained from the underlying database and used to perform the ase split.
If some free variables of M are bound in the goal, an attempt is made to remove
(universal) quanti ers so that the ase split has for e. Finally, M need not appear
in the goal, although it should at least ontain some free variables already appearing
in the goal. Note that the Cases_on ta ti is more general than Cases, but it does
require an expli it term to be given.



The Indu t on ta ti takes a quotation, whi h is parsed into a term M , and then
M is sear hed for in the goal. If M is a variable, then a variable with the same name
is sear hed for. On e the term to indu t on is known, its type and the asso iated
fa ts are obtained from the underlying database and used to perform the indu tion.
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If M is not a variable, a new variable v not already o urring in the goal is reated,
and used to build a term v = M whi h the goal is made onditional on before the
indu tion is performed. First however, all terms ontaining free variables from M
are moved from the assumptions to the on lusion of the goal, and all free variables
of M are universally quanti ed. Indu t_on is more general than Indu t, but it
does require an expli it term to be given.
Two supplementary entrypoints have been provided for more exoti indu tions:

ompleteIndu t on performs omplete indu tion on the term denoted by the given
quotation. Complete indu tion allows one to assume a (seemingly) stronger indu tion hypothesis than ordinary mathemati al indu tion: to wit, when indu ting on
n, one is allowed to assume the property holds for all m smaller than n. Formally:
8P: (8x: (8y: y < x  P y)  P x)  8x: P x. This allows the indu tive hypothesis
to be used more than on e, and allows instantiating the indu tive hypothesis to other
than the prede essor. Complete indu tion and ordinary mathemati al indu tion are
ea h derivable from the other, hen e the use of `seemingly'.
measureIndu t on takes a quotation, and breaks it apart to nd a term and a measure
fun tion with whi h to indu t.

6.2 Fun tion de nition
Define : term quotation -> thm

The Define fun tion is a general-purpose fun tion de nition me hanism. It will de ne
non-re ursive and primitive re ursive fun tions and attempt to de ne re ursive-but-notprimitive-re ursive fun tions. For these more diÆ ult re ursions, it attempts to nd a
measure under whi h re ursive alls be ome smaller (and to prove that they do indeed
be ome smaller). Currently, it examines the domain type of the fun tion being de ned and
synthesizes a "size" measure. Then it does some basi simpli ations and then attempts to
automati ally prove the termination onstraints. If this termination proof fails, then the
termination onstraints remain on the hypotheses. An indu tion theorem for the fun tion
is also automati ally derived: the de nition and the indu tion prin iple are onjoined.
Example. Invoking
Define
`(g d 0 y = y) /\
(g d (SUC x) 0 = SUC
(g d (SUC x) (SUC y)
((y <= x) => g d
| g d

x) /\
=
(x-y)
(SUC y)
(SUC x) (y-x)))`;

proves all termination onditions and returns
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|- ((g d 0 y = y)
/\
(g d (SUC x) 0 = SUC x) /\
(g d (SUC x) (SUC y) =
(y <= x => (g d (x - y) (SUC y))
| (g d (SUC x) (y - x)))))
/\
!P. (!y. P 0 y)
/\
(!x. P (SUC x) 0) /\
(!x y. (~(y <= x) ==> P (SUC x) (y - x)) /\
(y <= x ==> P (x - y) (SUC y))
==> P (SUC x) (SUC y))
==>
!v v1. P v v1.



Nested re ursive fun tions are urrently reje ted by Define. Use tflLib.Rfun tion
for su h ases.



Define assumes that the fun tion being de ned is to be parsed as a pre x. To
de ne an in x or binder, rst make a pre x de nition with Define and then use
the fun tion set_fixity.



Define assumes that the fun tion being de ned is to be given a theory-level binding

built from the name of the de ned onstant. However, this sometimes will reate a
badly formed ML identi er, whi h will lead to failure of theory ompilation. As a
result, Define will warn the user when a malformed name has been generated. The
user should then use set_MLname to override the system-generated name.
Example. The system responds to
Define `## f g (x,y) = (f x, g y)`

with (omitting some messages)
The name "##_def" should be hanged to an alphanumeri .
Use "set_MLname".
> val it = |- !f g x y. ## f g (x,y) = (f x,g y) : Thm.thm

If we then invoke (for example)
set_fixity "##" (Infix 450);
set_MLname "##_def" "fpair_def";

then ## will hen eforth be an in x operator, and the theory-level binding for its
de nition will be a epted by ML.
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6.3 Automated reasoners
bossLib brings together the most powerful reasoners in Hol98 and tries to make it easy
to ompose them in a simple way. We take our basi reasoners from mesonLib, simpLib,
and de isionLib, but the point of bossLib is to provide a layer of abstra tion so the

user has to know only a few entrypoints.2
PROVE
PROVE_TAC

: thm list -> term quotation -> thm
: thm list -> ta ti

DECIDE
: term quotation -> thm
DECIDE_TAC : ta ti

The inferen e rule PROVE (and the orresponding ta ti PROVE TAC) takes a list of theorems and a quotation, and attempts to prove the term using a rst order reasoner.
The inferen e rule DECIDE (and the orresponding ta ti DECIDE TAC) applies a de ision
pro edure that (at least) handles statements of linear arithmeti .
RW_TAC
&&
bool_ss
arith_ss
list_ss

:
:
:
:
:

simpset -> thm list -> ta ti
simpset * thm list -> simpset
simpset
simpset
simpset

(* infix *)

The rewriting ta ti RW TAC works by rst adding the given theorems into the given
simpset; then it simpli es the goal as mu h as possible; then it performs ase splits on
any onditional expressions in the goal; then it repeatedly (1) eliminates all hypotheses
of the form v = M or M = v where v is a variable not o urring in M , (2) breaks
down any equations between onstru tor terms o urring anywhere in the goal. The in x
ombinator && is used to build a new simpset from a given simpset and a list of theorems.
Simpli ation sets for its native datatypes are provided by bossLib. In general, these
are extended versions of those found in simpLib. The simpset for pure logi and pairs
and the option type is named bool_ss. The simpset for arithmeti is named arith_ss,
and the simpset for lists is named list_ss. The simpsets provided by bossLib stri tly
in rease in strength: bool ss is ontained in arith ss, and arith ss is ontained in
list ss.
STP_TAC
ZAP_TAC

: simpset -> ta ti -> ta ti
: simpset -> thm list -> ta ti

The ompound reasoners of bossLib take a basi approa h: they simplify the goal as
mu h as possible with RW_TAC and then a ` nishing' ta ti is applied. The primitive entrypoint for this is STP TAC. Currently, the most powerful reasoner is ZAP TAC, whi h features
2 In

the mid 1980's Graham Birtwistle advo ated su h an approa h, alling it `Ten Ta ti HOL'.
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a nishing ta ti that rst tries a tautology he king ta ti ; if that fails, DECIDE_TAC is
alled; if that fails, PROVE_TAC is alled with the se ond argument. Although this general
approa h (simplify as mu h as possible, then apply automated reasoners in sequen e) is
rude, we have found that it allows one to make good progress in a high per entage of
proof situations.
by : term quotation * ta ti -> ta ti (* infix 8 *)
SPOSE_NOT_THEN : (thm -> ta ti ) -> ta ti

The fun tion by is an in x operator that takes a quotation and a ta ti ta . The
quotation is parsed into a term M . When the invo ation \M by ta " is applied to a goal
(A; g ), a new subgoal (A; M ) is reated and ta is applied to it. If the goal is proved,
the resulting theorem is broken down and added to the assumptions of the original goal;
thus the proof pro eeds with the goal ((M :: A); g ). (Note however, that ase-splitting
will happen if the breaking-down of ` M exposes disjun tions.) Thus by allows a useful
style of `assertional' or `Mizar-like' reasoning to be mixed with ordinary ta ti proof`3
SPOSE NOT THEN initiates a proof by ontradi tion by assuming the negation of the goal
and driving the negation inwards through quanti ers. It provides the resulting theorem
as an argument to the supplied fun tion, whi h will use the theorem to build and apply
a ta ti .
Note. When the library bossLib is loaded, the in x parsing status of && and \by" must
be re-asserted by the user.

3 Proofs

in the Mizar system are readable do uments, unlike almost all ta ti -based proofs.

Chapter 7
Examples

Eventually, this hapter will have a omplete set of examples showing Hol98 in a tion, so
that it ould be used as a tutorial on the system. Currently, however, it is in omplete.
The reader who wishes to see more an browse the examples dire tory of the distribution
where the following small examples an be found.

autopilot.sml This example is a Hol98 rendition (by Mark Staples) of a PVS example
due to Ri ky Butler of NASA. The example shows the use of a re ord-de nition
pa kage due to Mike Norrish (building on work of Phil Windley), as well as illustrating some aspe ts of the automation available in Hol98.
eu lid.sml This example is a proof of Eu lid's theorem on the in nitude of the prime
numbers, extra ted and modi ed from a mu h larger development due to John
Harrison. It illustrates the automation of HOL on a lassi proof.
fol.sml This le illustrates John Harrison's implementation of a model-elimination style
rst order prover.
MLsyntax This example shows the use of a fa ility for de ning mutually re ursive types,
due to Elsa Gunter of Bell Labs. In the example, the type of abstra t syntax for
a small but not totally unrealisti subset of ML is de ned, along with a simple
mutually re ursive fun tion over the syntax.
bmark In this dire tory, there is a standard HOL ben hmark: the proof of orre tness
of a multiplier ir uit, due to Mike Gordon.

7.1 Eu lid's Theorem
In this se tion, we will prove in Hol98 that for every number, there is a prime number
that is larger, i.e., that the prime numbers form an in nite sequen e. This proof has
been ex erpted and adapted from a mu h larger example due to John Harrison, in whi h
he proved the n = 4 ase of Fermat's Last Theorem. The proof development will be
performed using the fa ilities of bossLib and is intended to serve as an introdu tion to
performing high-level intera tive proofs in Hol98.
Some tutorial des riptions of proof systems show the system performing amazing feats
of automated theorem proving. In this example, we will not take this approa h; instead,
we try to show how one a tually goes about the business of proving theorems in Hol98:
when more than one way to prove something is possible, we will onsider the hoi es;
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when a diÆ ulty rears its ugly head, we will attempt to explain how to ght one's way
lear.
One `drives' Hol98 by intera ting with the ML top-level loop. In this intera tion style,
ML fun tion alls are made to bring in already-established logi al ontext (usually via
load), to de ne new ontext (via Hol_datatype and Define from bossLib), and to
perform proofs using the goalsta k interfa e, and the proof tools from bossLib (or if they
fail to do the job, from lower-level libraries).
First, we start the system. We will use make use of the quotation pre-pro essor in the
example, so we invoke .../<holdir>/bin/hol.enquote.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Mos ow ML version 1.43 (April 1998)
Enter `quit();' to quit.
For HOL help, type: help "hol";
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHHHHHH
HHHHHHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH

LL
LL
LL
LL
OOOO
LL
OO OO
LL
OO OO
LLL
OOOO
LLLL
LL LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL98 [Athabas a 2℄

[ losing file "/home/kxs/hol98/std.prelude"℄
[opening file "/home/kxs/hol98/tools/use.sml"℄
Rebinding "use" for quotation pre-pro essing.
[ losing file "/home/kxs/hol98/tools/use.sml"℄

Then we load and open bossLib. This library provides high-level support for intera tive
proof, as des ribed in Chapter 6. We also open the theory of arithmeti , sin e we will use
some of its theorems.
load "bossLib";
open bossLib;
infix &&; infix 8 by;
open arithmeti Theory;

We spe ialize the rewriter provided by bossLib to a simpli ation set that knows about
arithmeti . This is not ne essary and only serves to make some of the proofs typeset more
ni ely.
val ARW_TAC = RW_TAC arith_ss
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The ML type of ARW_TAC is thm list ! ta ti . When ARW_TAC is applied to a list
of theorems, the theorems will be added to arith_ss as rewrite rules. We will see that
ARW_TAC is fairly knowledgeable about arithmeti .1
We now begin the formalization. In order to de ne the on ept of a prime number, we
rst need to de ne the divisibility relation:
val divides = Define `divides a b = ?x. b = a * x`

The de nition is silently added to the urrent theory (see Se tion 5), and also returned
from the invo ation of Define. We take advantage of this and make an ML binding of the
name divides to the de nition. In the usual way of intera ting with HOL, su h an ML
binding is made for ea h de nition and (useful) proved theorem: the ML environment is
being used as a onvenient pla e to hold de nitions and theorems for later referen e.
We want to treat divides as an in x:
set_fixity "divides" (Infix 450)

Now we an de ne the property of a number being prime: a number p is prime if and
only if it is not equal to 1 and it has no divisors other than 1 and itself:
val prime =
Define `prime p = ~(p=1) /\ !x. x divides p ==> (x=1) \/ (x=p)`

That on ludes the de nitions to be made. Now we \just" have to prove that there are
an in nite number of primes. If we were oming to this problem fresh, then we would have
to go through a not-well-understood and often tremendously diÆ ult pro ess of nding
the right lemmas required to prove our target theorem.2 Fortunately, we are working
from a detailed and a urate sour e and an devote ourselves to the far simpler problem
of explaining how to prove the required theorems.
The development will illustrate that there is often more than one way to ta kle a HOL
proof, even if one has only a single (informal) proof in mind. We often nd the proof
using ARW_TAC to unwind de nitions and perform basi simpli ations, i.e., to redu e the
goal to its essen e. Sometimes this proves the goal immediately. Often however, we are
left with a goal that requires some study before one realizes what lemmas are needed to
on lude the proof. On e these lemmas have been proven (or found in an estor theories),
PROVE_TAC an be invoked with them, with the expe tation that it will nd the right
instantiations needed to nish the proof. (These two operations do not suÆ e to perform
all proofs; in parti ular, our development will also need ase analysis and indu tion.)
This raises the following question: how does one nd the right lemmas to use? This
is quite a problem, espe ially when the number of theorems in an estor theories is large.
There are are ouple of possibilities: the help system an be used to look up de nition and theorems, as well as proof pro edures; for example, an invo ation of help
1 Linear

arithmeti espe ially: purely universal statements involving the operators SUC, +, , numeri
literals, <, , >, , =, and multipli ation by numeri literals.
2 This is of ourse a general problem in doing any kind of proof.
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"arithmeti Theory" will display all the de nitions and theorems that have been stored

in the theory of arithmeti . However, the omplete name of the item being sear hed for
must be known before the help system is useful. Alternatively, the fun tions in DB are
often more easy to use. DB.mat h allows the use of rst order patterns to look for the
relevant items, while DB.find will use fragments of names as key with with to lookup
information.
On e a proof of a proposition has been found, it is ustomary, although not ne essary, to
embark on a pro ess of revision, in whi h the original sequen e of ta ti s is omposed into
a single ta ti . Sometimes the resulting ta ti is mu h shorter, and more aestheti ally
pleasing. Some users spend a fair bit of time polishing these ta ti s, although there
doesn't seem mu h real bene t in doing so, sin e they are ad ho proof re ipes, one for
ea h theorem. In the following, we will show how this is done in a few ases.

7.1.1 Divisibility
We start by proving a number of theorems about the divides relation. Ea h theorem
is proved with a single invo ation of PROVE_TAC. Both ARW_TAC and PROVE_TAC are quite
powerful reasoners, and the hoi e of a reasoner in a parti ular situation is a matter of
experien e. In the following, the major reason that PROVE_TAC has been sele ted is that
divides is de ned by means of an existential quanti er, and PROVE_TAC is quite good
at automati ally instantiating existentials in the ourse of proof. For a simple example,
onsider proving 8x: x divides 0. A new proposition to be proved is entered to the proof
manager via \g", whi h starts a fresh goalsta k:3
g`!x. x divides 0`;
>
>
>
>
>

val it =
Proof manager status: 1 proof.
1. In omplete:
Initial goal:
!x. x divides 0

The proof manager tells us that it has only one proof to manage, and e hoes the given
goal. Now we expand the de nition of divides. Noti e that - onversion takes pla e in
order to keep distin t the x of the goal and the x in the de nition of divides:
e (ARW_TAC [divides℄);
>
>
>
>

OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
?x'. 0 = x * x'

It is of ourse quite easy to instantiate the existential quanti er by hand.
3 System

output is indi ated by a > in the rst olumn.
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e (EXISTS_TAC ``0``);
>
>
>
>

OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
0 = x * 0

Then a simpli ation step nishes the proof.
e (ARW_TAC [℄);
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

OK..
Goal proved.
|- 0 = x * 0
Goal proved.
|- ?x'. 0 = x * x'
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !x. x divides 0

What has happened here? The appli ation of ARW_TAC to the goal de omposed it to
an empty list of subgoals, plus a justi ation fun tion. The system then applied the
justi ation fun tion to the empty list, and proved the goal. On e a goal has been
proved, it is popped o the goalsta k, prettyprinted to the output, and the theorem
be omes available for use by the previous justi ation fun tion on the sta k. When all
the theorems required by that justi ation fun tion are available, it an then evaluate, and
prove its orresponding goal. This `unwinding' pro ess ontinues until the sta k is empty,
or until it hits a goal with more than one remaining unproved subgoal. This pro ess may
be hard to visualize,4 but that doesn't matter, sin e the goalsta k was expressly written
to allow the user to ignore su h details.
If the three intera tions are joined together with THEN to form a single ta ti , we an
try the proof again from the beginning and this time it will take just one step:
restart();
e (ARW_TAC [divides℄ THEN EXISTS_TAC ``0`` THEN ARW_TAC[℄);
>
>
>
>

OK..
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !x. x divides 0

We have seen one way to prove the theorem. However, there is another: one an let
PROVE_TAC expand the de nition of divides and nd the required instantiation for x'
from MULT_CLAUSES.
4 Perhaps

sin e we have used a sta k to implement what is notionally a tree!
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restart();
e (PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_CLAUSES℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: .....
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !x. x divides 0

We have used PROVE_TAC in this way to prove the following olle tion of theorems about
divides. As mentioned previously, the theorems supplied to PROVE_TAC in the following
proofs did not (usually) ome from thin air: in most ases some exploratory work with
ARW_TAC was done to open up de nitions and see what lemmas would be required by
PROVE_TAC.
!x. x divides 0
PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_CLAUSES℄

(DIVIDES

0)

(DIVIDES

ZERO )

(DIVIDES

ONE )

(DIVIDES

REFL)

(DIVIDES

TRANS )

(DIVIDES

ADD )

!d a b. d divides a /\ d divides b ==> d divides (a+b)
PROVE_TAC [divides,LEFT_ADD_DISTRIB℄

(DIVIDES

SUB )

!d a b. d divides a /\ d divides b ==> d divides (a-b)
PROVE_TAC [divides, LEFT_SUB_DISTRIB℄

(DIVIDES

ADDL)

!d a b. d divides a /\ d divides (a+b) ==> d divides b
PROVE_TAC [ADD_SUB, ADD_SYM, DIVIDES_SUB℄

(DIVIDES

LMUL)

!d a x. d divides a ==> d divides (x * a)
PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_ASSOC, MULT_SYM℄

(DIVIDES

RMUL)

!d a x. d divides a ==> d divides (a * x)
PROVE_TAC [MULT_SYM, DIVIDES_LMUL℄

!x. 0 divides x = (x = 0)
PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_CLAUSES℄
!x. x divides 1 = (x = 1)
PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_CLAUSES, MULT_EQ_1℄
!x. x divides x
PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_CLAUSES℄
!a b . a divides b /\ b divides
PROVE_TAC [divides, MULT_ASSOC℄

==> a divides

Now we en ounter a lemma about divisibility that doesn't su umb to a single invo ation
of PROVE_TAC:
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LE )

!m n. m
ARW_TAC
THEN
THEN
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divides n ==> m <= n \/ (n = 0)
[divides℄
Cases_on `x`
ARW_TAC [MULT_CLAUSES℄

Let's see how this is proved. The easiest way to start is to simplify with the de nition of
divides:
>
>
>
>

g `!m n . m divides n ==> m <= n \/ (n = 0)`;
e (ARW_TAC [divides℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
m <= m * x \/ (m * x = 0)

Considering the goal, we basi ally have three hoi es: (1) nd a olle tion of lemmas
that together imply the goal and use PROVE_TAC; (2) do a ase split on m; or (3) do a ase
split on x. The rst doesn't seem simple, be ause the goal doesn't really t in the `shape'
of any pre-proved theorem(s) that the author knows about. Although option (2) will be
reje ted in the end, let's try it anyway. To perform the ase split, we use Cases_on, whi h
stands for \ nd the given term in the goal and do a ase split on the possible means of
building it out of datatype onstru tors". Sin e the o urren e of m in the goal has type
num, the ases onsidered will be whether m is 0 or a su essor.
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (Cases_on `m`);
OK..
2 subgoals:
val it =
SUC n <= SUC n * x \/ (SUC n * x = 0)
0 <= 0 * x \/ (0 * x = 0)

The rst subgoal is trivial:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [℄);
OK..
Goal proved.
...
Remaining subgoals:
val it =
SUC n <= SUC n * x \/ (SUC n * x = 0)

Let's try ARW_TAC again:
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
SUC n <= SUC n * x \/ (x = 0)
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The right disjun t has been simpli ed; however, the left disjun t has failed to expand the
de nition of multipli ation in the expression SUC n  x, whi h would have been onvenient.
Why not, when arith_ss and hen e ARW_TAC is supposed to be expert in arithmeti ? The
answer is that the re ursive lauses for addition and multipli ation are not in arith_ss
be ause un ontrolled appli ation of them by the rewriter seemed to make some proofs
more ompli ated, rather than simpler. OK, so let's manually add MULT_CLAUSES in.
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [MULT_CLAUSES℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
SUC n <= x + n * x \/ (x = 0)

Now we see that, in order to make progress in the proof, we will have to do a ase split
on x anyway, and that we should have split on it originally. Hen e we ba kup. We will
have to ba kup (undo) three times:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

b();
val it =
SUC n <= SUC n * x \/ (SUC n * x = 0)
b();
val it =
SUC n <= SUC n * x \/ (SUC n * x = 0)
0 <= 0 * x \/ (0 * x = 0)
b();
val it =
m <= m * x \/ (m * x = 0)

And now we an go forward and do ase analysis on x. We will also make a ompound ta ti invo ation, sin e we already know that we'll have to invoke ARW_TAC in both
bran hes of the ase split. This an be done using THEN. Re all that when t1 THEN t2 is
applied to a goal g , rst t1 is applied to g , giving a list of new subgoals, then t2 is applied
to ea h member of the list. All goals resulting from these appli ations of t2 are gathered
together and returned.
>
>
>
>

e (Cases_on `x` THEN ARW_TAC [MULT_CLAUSES℄);
OK..
Goal proved. ...
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !m n. m divides n ==> m <= n \/ (n = 0)

That was easy! Obviously making a ase split on x was the right hoi e. The pro ess
of nding the proof has now nished, and all that remains is for the proof to be pa kaged
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up into the single ta ti we saw above. The a tual ML is the following:5
val DIVIDES_LE = store_thm
("DIVIDES_LE", ``!m n. m divides n ==> m <= n \/ (n = 0)``,
ARW_TAC [divides℄
THEN Cases_on `x`
THEN ARW_TAC [MULT_CLAUSES℄);

7.1.1.1 Divisibility and fa torial
The next lemma, DIVIDES FACT , says that every number greater than 0 and less-thanor-equal-to n divides the fa torial of n. Fa torial is found at arithmeti Theory.FACT
and has been de ned by primitive re ursion:
(FACT )

(FACT 0 = 1) /\
(!n. FACT (SUC n) = SUC n * FACT n)

A polished proof of DIVIDES FACT is the following:
(DIVIDES

FACT )

!m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides (FACT n)
ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄
THEN Indu t_on `p`
THEN ARW_TAC [FACT,ADD_CLAUSES℄
THENL [Cases_on `m`, ALL_TAC℄
THEN PROVE_TAC [FACT, DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`,
DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_LMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄

We will examine this proof in detail, so we should rst attempt to understand why the
theorem is true. What's the underlying intuition? Suppose 0 < m  n, and so FACT n =
1      m      n. To show m divides (FACT n) means exhibiting a q su h that
q  m = FACT n. Thus q = FACT n  m. If we were to take this approa h to the proof, we
would end up having to nd and apply lemmas about . This seems to take us a little
out of our way; isn't there a proof that doesn't use division? Well yes, we an prove the
theorem by indu tion on n m: in the base ase, we will have to prove n divides (FACT n),
whi h ought to be easy; in the indu tive ase, the indu tive hypothesis seems like it should
give us what we need. This last is a bit vague, be ause we are trying to mentally pi ture
a slightly ompli ated formula, but we an rely on the system to a urately al ulate the
ases of the indu tion for us. If the indu tive ase turns out to be not what we expe t,
we will have to re-think our approa h.
>
>
>
>
>

g`!m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides (FACT n)`;
val it =
Proof manager status: 1 proof.
1. In omplete:
Initial goal:
!m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n
5 store

thm takes a string, a term and a ta ti and applies the ta ti to the term to get a theorem,
and then stores the theorem in the urrent theory under the given name.
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Instead of dire tly indu ting on n m, we will indu t on a witness variable, obtained
by use of the theorem LESS_EQ_EXISTS.
>

LESS_EQ_EXISTS;
val it = |- !m n. m <= n = (?p. n = m + p)

>
>
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
m divides FACT (m + p)
-----------------------------------0 < m

Now we indu t on p:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (Indu t_on `p`);
OK..
2 subgoals:
val it =
m divides FACT (m + SUC p)
-----------------------------------0. 0 < m
1. m divides FACT (m + p)
m divides FACT (m + 0)
-----------------------------------0 < m

The rst goal an obviously be simpli ed:
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [℄);
OK..
1 subgoals:
val it =
m divides FACT m
-----------------------------------0 < m

Now we an do a ase analysis on m: if it is 0, we have a trivial goal; if it is a su essor, then
we an use the de nition of FACT and the theorems DIVIDES_RMUL and DIVIDES_REFL.
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (Cases_on `m`);
OK..
2 subgoals:
val it =
SUC n divides FACT (SUC n)
-----------------------------------0 < SUC n
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0 divides FACT 0
-----------------------------------0 < 0
e (PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ..
Goal proved. ....
Remaining subgoals:
val it =
SUC n divides FACT (SUC n)
-----------------------------------0 < SUC n

e (ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄);
> OK..
> Goal proved. ....
>
> Remaining subgoals:
> val it =
>
m divides FACT (m + SUC p)
>
----------------------------------->
0. 0 < m
>
1. m divides FACT (m + p)

Note that this last step (the invo ation of ARW_TAC) ould also have been a omplished
with PROVE_TAC:
>
>

b();
e (PROVE_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄);
OK..
Goal proved. ....

Now we have nished the base ase of the indu tion and an move to the step ase. An
obvious thing to try is simpli ation with the de nitions of addition and fa torial:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
m divides SUC (m + p) * FACT (m + p)
-----------------------------------0. 0 < m
1. m divides FACT (m + p)

And now, by DIVIDES_LMUL and the indu tive hypothesis, we are done:
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e (PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LMUL℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ...
Goal proved. ....
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n

We have nished the sear h for the proof, and turn to the task of making a single ta ti
out of the sequen e of ta ti invo ations we have just made. We assume that the sequen e
of invo ations has been kept tra k of in a le or a text editor bu er. We would thus have
something like the following:
e (ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄);
e (Indu t_on `p`);
(*1*)
e (ARW_TAC [℄);
e (Cases_on `m`);
(*1.1*)
e (PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`℄);
(*1.2*)
e (ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄);
(*2*)
e (ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄);
e (PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LMUL℄);

We have added a numbering s heme to keep tra k of the bran hes in the proof. We an
stit h the above dire tly into the following ompound ta ti :
ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄
THEN Indu t_on `p`
THENL [ARW_TAC [℄ THEN Cases_on `m`
THENL [PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`℄,
ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄℄,
ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄ THEN PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LMUL℄℄

This an be tested to see that we have made no errors:

>
>
>

restart();
e (ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄
THEN Indu t_on `p`
THENL [ARW_TAC [℄ THEN Cases_on `m`
THENL [PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`℄,
ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄℄,
ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄ THEN PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LMUL℄℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ...
Meson sear h level: ..
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val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n

For many users, this would be the end of dealing with this proof: the ta ti would
be pa kaged into an invo ation of prove or store_thm and that would be the end of it.
However, another lass of user would noti e that this ta ti ould be shortened.
To start, both arms of the indu tion start with an invo ation of ARW_TAC, and the
semanti s of THEN allow us to merge the o urren es of ARW_TAC above the THENL. The
re ast ta ti is
ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄
THEN Indu t_on `p`
THEN ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄
THENL [Cases_on `m`
THENL [PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`℄,
ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄℄,
PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LMUL℄℄

(Of ourse, when a ta ti has been revised, it should be tested to see if it still proves
the goal!) Now re all that the use of ARW_TAC in the base ase ould be repla ed by a all
to PROVE_TAC. Thus it seems possible to merge the two sub- ases of the base ase into a
single invo ation of PROVE_TAC:
ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄
THEN Indu t_on `p`
THEN ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄
THENL [Cases_on `m`
THEN PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`,
FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄,
PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LMUL℄℄

Finally, pushing this dubious revisionism nearly to its limit, we'd like there to be only
a single invo ation of PROVE_TAC to nish the proof o . The semanti s of THEN and
ALL_TAC ome to our res ue: we will split on the onstru tion of m in the base ase, as
in the urrent in arnation of the ta ti , but we will let the indu tive ase pass unaltered
through the THENL. This is a hieved by using ALL_TAC, whi h is a ta ti that a ts as an
identity fun tion on the goal.
ARW_TAC [LESS_EQ_EXISTS℄
THEN Indu t_on `p`
THEN ARW_TAC [FACT, ADD_CLAUSES℄
THENL [Cases_on `m`, ALL_TAC℄
THEN PROVE_TAC [DECIDE `!x. ~(x < x)`, FACT,
DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL, DIVIDES_LMUL℄

The result is that there will be three subgoals emerging from the THENL: the two subases in the base ase and the unaltered step ase. Ea h is proved with a all to PROVE_TAC.
We have now nished our exer ise in ta ti polishing.
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7.1.1.2 Divisibility and fa torial (again!)
In the previous proof, we made an initial simpli ation step in order to expose a variable
upon whi h to indu t. However, the proof is really by indu tion on n m. Can we express
this dire tly? The answer is a quali ed yes: the indu tion an be naturally stated, but it
leads to somewhat less natural goals.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

restart();
e (Indu t_on `n - m`);
OK..
2 subgoals:
val it =
!n m. (SUC v = n - m) ==> 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n
-----------------------------------!n m. (v = n - m) ==> 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n
!n m. (0 = n - m) ==> 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n

This is slighly hard to read, so we use STRIP_TAC to move the ante edents of the goals
to the assumptions. Use of THEN ensures that the ta ti gets applied in both bran hes of
the indu tion.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

b();
e (Indu t_on `n - m` THEN REPEAT STRIP_TAC);
OK..
2 subgoals:
val it =
m divides FACT n
-----------------------------------0. !n m. (v = n - m) ==> 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n
1. SUC v = n - m
2. 0 < m
3. m <= n
m divides FACT n
-----------------------------------0. 0 = n - m
1. 0 < m
2. m <= n

Looking at the rst goal, we reason that if 0 = n m and m  n, then m = n. We an
prove this fa t, and add it to the hypotheses by use of the in x operator \by":
>
>
>
>
>

e (`m:num = n` by DECIDE_TAC);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
m divides FACT n
------------------------------------
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= n - m
< m
<= n
= n

Noti e that we needed to onstrain the type of m (and thus that of n) be ause otherwise
they would be assigned a polymorphi type and then they would not be the same as the
m and n already o urring in the goal, whi h have type num.6 We an now use ARW_TAC
to propagate the newly derived equality throughout the goal.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
m divides FACT m
-----------------------------------0. 0 = m - m
1. 0 < m
2. m <= m

At this point in the previous proof we had to do a ase analysis on m. However, in the
urrent proof, we already have the hypothesis that m is positive. Thus we know that m
is the su essor of some number k. We might like to assert this fa t with an invo ation
of \by" as follows:
`?k. m = SUC k` by <ta ti >.

But what is the ta ti ? If we try DECIDE_TAC, it will fail sin e it doesn't handle
existential statements. An appli ation of ARW_TAC will also prove to be unsatisfa tory.
What to do?
When su h situations o ur, it is often best to start a new proof for the required
lemma. This an be done simply by invoking \g" again. A new goalsta k will be reated
and sta ked upon the urrent one7 and an overview of the extant proof attempts will be
printed:
g `!m. 0 < m ==> ?k. m = SUC k`;
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

val it =
Proof manager status: 2 proofs.
2. In omplete:
Initial goal:
!m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n

6 The

quotation in \quotation by ta ti " is urrently parsed in ignoran e of the assignment of types to
terms in the goal.
7 This sta king of proof attempts (goalsta ks) is di erent than the sta king of goals and justi ations
inside a parti ular goalsta k.
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Current goal:
m divides FACT m
-----------------------------------0. 0 = m - m
1. 0 < m
2. m <= m
1. In omplete:
Initial goal:
!m. 0 < m ==> (?k. m = SUC k)

Our new goal an be proved quite qui kly. On e we have proved it, we an bind it to
an ML name and use it in the previous proof, by some sleight of hand with the \before"8
fun tion.
e (Cases THEN ARW_TAC [℄);
>
>
>
>

OK..
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !m. 0 < m ==> (?k. m = SUC k)

>
>

val lem = top_thm() before drop();
OK..
val lem = |- !m. 0 < m ==> (?k. m = SUC k)

>
>
>
>
>
>

p ();
val it =
m divides FACT m
-----------------------------------0. 0 = m - m
1. 0 < m
2. m <= m

Now we an use lem in the proof. Somewhat opportunisti ally, we will ta k on the
invo ation used in the earlier proof at (roughly) the same point, hoping that it will solve
the goal:
e (`?k. m = SUC k` by PROVE_TAC [lem℄
THEN ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_RMUL, DIVIDES_REFL℄);
>
>
>
>
>

OK..
Meson sear h level: ...
Goal proved. .....
Remaining subgoals:
8 An

in x version of the K ombinator, de ned by fun (x before y) = x.
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val it =
m divides FACT n
-----------------------------------0. !n m. (v = n - m) ==> 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n
1. SUC v = n - m
2. 0 < m
3. m <= n

It does! That takes are of the base ase. For the indu tion step, things look a bit more
diÆ ult than in the earlier proof. However, we an make progress by realizing that the
hypotheses imply that 0 < n and so, again by lem, we an transform n into a su essor,
thus enabling the unfolding of FACT, as in the previous proof:
e (`0 < n` by DECIDE_TAC THEN
`?k. n = SUC k` by PROVE_TAC [lem℄);
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

OK..
Meson sear h level: ...
1 subgoal:
val it =
m divides FACT n
-----------------------------------0. !n m. (v = n - m) ==> 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n
1. SUC v = n - m
2. 0 < m
3. m <= n
4. 0 < n
5. n = SUC k

The proof now nishes in mu h the same manner as the previous one:
e (ARW_TAC [FACT, DIVIDES_LMUL℄);
>
>
>
>
>

OK..
Goal proved. ....
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !m n. 0 < m /\ m <= n ==> m divides FACT n

We leave the details of stit hing the proof together to the interested reader.

7.1.2 Primality
Now we move on to establish some fa ts about the primality of the rst few numbers: 0
and 1 are not prime, but 2 is. Also, all primes are positive. These are all quite simple to
prove.
(NOT

PRIME 0 )

~prime 0
ARW_TAC [prime,DIVIDES_0℄
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~prime 1
ARW_TAC [prime℄

prime 2
ARW_TAC [prime℄
THEN PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LE, DIVIDES_ZERO,
DECIDE `~(2=1)`, DECIDE `~(2=0)`,
DECIDE `x <= 2 = (x=0) \/ (x=1) \/ (x=2)`℄

(PRIME

2)

(PRIME

POS )

!p. prime p ==> 0<p
Cases THEN ARW_TAC[NOT_PRIME_0℄

7.1.3 Existen e of prime fa tors
Now we are in position to prove a more substantial lemma: every number other than 1 has
a prime fa tor. The proof pro eeds by a omplete indu tion on n. Complete indu tion is
ne essary sin e a prime fa tor won't be the prede essor. After indu tion, the proof splits
into ases on whether n is prime or not. The rst ase (n is prime) is trivial. In the
se ond ase, there must be an x that divides n, and x is not 1 or n. By DIVIDES_LE,
n = 0 or x  n. If n = 0, then 2 is a prime that divides 0. On the other hand, if x  n,
there are two ases: if x < n then we an use the indu tive hypothesis and by transitivity
of divides we are done; otherwise, x = n and then we have a ontradi tion with the fa t
that x is not 1 or n. The polished ta ti is the following:
(PRIME

FACTOR )

!n. ~(n = 1) ==> ?p. prime p /\ p divides n
ompleteIndu t_on `n`
THEN STRIP_TAC
THEN Cases `prime n` THENL
[PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_REFL℄,
`?x. x divides n /\ ~(x=1) /\ ~(x=n)`
by PROVE_TAC[prime℄
THEN PROVE_TAC [LESS_OR_EQ, PRIME_2,
DIVIDES_LE,DIVIDES_TRANS,DIVIDES_0℄℄

We start by invoking omplete indu tion. This gives us an indu tive hypothesis that holds
at every number m stri tly smaller than n:
>
>
>
>
>
>

e ( ompleteIndu t_on `n`);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
~(n = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides n)
-----------------------------------!m. m < n ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)

We an move the ante edent to the hypotheses and make our ase split. Noti e that
the term given to Cases_on need not o ur in the goal:
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e (STRIP_TAC THEN Cases_on `prime n`);
OK..
2 subgoals:
val it =
?p. prime p /\ p divides n
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < n ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(n = 1)
2. ~(prime n)
?p. prime p /\ p divides n
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < n ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(n = 1)
2. prime n

As mentioned, the rst ase is proved with the re exivity of divisibility:
>
>
>
>

e (PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_REFL℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ...
Goal proved. .....

In the se ond ase, we an get a divisor of n that isn't 1 or n (sin e n is not prime):
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (`?x. x divides n /\ ~(x=1) /\ ~(x=n)` by PROVE_TAC [prime℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ............
1 subgoal:
val it =
?p. prime p /\ p divides n
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < n ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(n = 1)
2. ~(prime n)
3. x divides n
4. ~(x = 1)
5. ~(x = n)

At this point, the polished ta ti simply invokes PROVE_TAC with a olle tion of theorems. We will attempt a more detailed exposition. Given the hypotheses, and by
DIVIDES_LE, we an assert x < n _ n = 0 and thus split the proof into two ases:
>
>
>
>

e (`x < n \/ (n=0)` by PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_LE,LESS_OR_EQ℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ......
2 subgoals:
val it =
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?p. prime p /\ p divides n
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < n ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(n = 1)
2. ~(prime n)
3. x divides n
4. ~(x = 1)
5. ~(x = n)
6. n = 0
?p. prime p /\ p divides n
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < n ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(n = 1)
2. ~(prime n)
3. x divides n
4. ~(x = 1)
5. ~(x = n)
6. x < n

In the rst subgoal, we an see that the ante edents of the indu tive hypothesis are met
and so x has a prime divisor. We an then use the transitivity of divisibility to get the
fa t that this divisor of x is also a divisor of n, thus nishing this bran h of the proof:
>
>
>

e (PROVE_TAC [DIVIDES_TRANS℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: .........
Goal proved. ....

The remaining goal an be lari ed by simpli ation:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [℄);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
?p. prime p /\ p divides 0
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < 0 ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(0 = 1)
2. ~(prime 0)
3. x divides 0
4. ~(x = 1)
5. ~(x = 0)

>

DIVIDES_0;
val it = |- !x. x divides 0 : Thm.thm
e (ARW_TAC [it℄);
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OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
?p. prime p
-----------------------------------0. !m. m < 0 ==> ~(m = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides m)
1. ~(0 = 1)
2. ~(prime 0)
3. x divides 0
4. ~(x = 1)
5. ~(x = 0)

The two steps of exploratory simpli ation have led us to a state where all we have to
do is exhibit a prime. And we already have one to hand:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (PROVE_TAC [PRIME_2℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ..
Goal proved. ....
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !n. ~(n = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides n)

Again, work now needs to be done to ompose and perhaps polish a single ta ti from
the individual proof steps, but we will not des ribe it. Instead we move forward, be ause
our ultimate goal is in rea h.

7.1.4 Eu lid's theorem
Theorem. Every number has a prime greater than it.
Informal proof.

Suppose the opposite; then there's an n su h that all p greater than n are not prime.
Consider FACT(n) + 1: it's not equal to 1 so, by PRIME FACTOR, there's a prime p that
divides it. Note that p also divides FACT(n) be ause p  n. By DIVIDES ADDL, we have
p = 1. But then p is not prime, whi h is a ontradi tion.
End of proof.
A HOL rendition of the proof may be given as follows:
(EUCLID )

!n. ?p. n < p /\ prime p
SPOSE_NOT_THEN STRIP_ASSUME_TAC
THEN MP_TAC (SPEC ``FACT n + 1`` PRIME_FACTOR)
THEN ARW_TAC [FACT_LESS, DECIDE `~(x=0) = 0<x`℄
THEN PROVE_TAC [NOT_PRIME_1, NOT_LESS, PRIME_POS,
DIVIDES_FACT, DIVIDES_ADDL, DIVIDES_ONE℄

Let's prise this apart and look at it in some detail. A proof by ontradi tion an be
started by using the bossLib fun tion SPOSE_NOT_THEN. With it, one assumes the negation
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of the urrent goal and then uses that in an attempt to prove falsity (F). The assumed
negation :(8n: 9p: n < p ^ prime p) is simpli ed a bit into 9n: 8p: n < p  : prime p
and then is passed to the ta ti STRIP_ASSUME_TAC. This moves its argument to the
assumption list of the goal after eliminating the existential quanti ation on n.
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (SPOSE_NOT_THEN STRIP_ASSUME_TAC);
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
F
-----------------------------------!p. n < p ==> ~(prime p)

Thus we have the hypothesis that all p beyond a ertain unspe i ed n are not prime,
and our task is to show that this annot be. At this point we take advantage of Eu lid's
great inspiration and we build an expli it term from n. In the informal proof we are asked
to ` onsider' the term FACT n + 1.9 This term will have ertain properties (i.e., it has a
prime fa tor) that lead to ontradi tion. Question: how do we ` onsider' this term in the
formal HOL proof? Answer: by instantiating a lemma with it and bringing the lemma
into the proof. The lemma and its instantiation are:10
>

PRIME_FACTOR;
val it = |- !n. ~(n = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides n) : Thm.thm

>
>

val th = SPEC ``FACT n + 1`` PRIME_FACTOR;
val th =
|- ~(FACT n + 1 = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides FACT n + 1)

It is evident that the ante edent of th an be eliminated. In Hol98, one ould do this
in a so- alled forward proof style (by proving ` :(FACT n + 1 = 1) and then applying
modus ponens, the result of whi h an then be used in the proof), or one ould bring th
into the proof and simplify it in situ. We hoose the latter approa h.
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (MP_TAC (SPEC ``FACT n + 1`` PRIME_FACTOR));
OK..
1 subgoal:
val it =
(~(FACT n + 1 = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides FACT n + 1)) ==> F
-----------------------------------!p. n < p ==> ~(prime p)

The invo ation MP_TAC (` M ) applied to a goal (; g ) returns the goal (; M
Now we simplify:
>

e (ARW_TAC [℄);
OK..
9 The

10 The

HOL parser thinks FACT n + 1 is equivalent to (FACT n) + 1.
fun tion SPEC implements the rule of universal spe ialization.

 g).
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2 subgoals:
val it =
~(p divides FACT n + 1)
-----------------------------------0. !p. n < p ==> ~(prime p)
1. prime p
~(FACT n = 0)
-----------------------------------!p. n < p ==> ~(prime p)

We re all that zero is less than every fa torial, a fa t found in arithmeti Theory under
the name FACT_LESS. Thus we an solve the top goal by simpli ation:
>
>
>

e (ARW_TAC [FACT_LESS, DECIDE `!x. ~(x=0) = 0 < x`℄);
OK..
Goal proved. ....

Noti e the `on-the- y' use of DECIDE to provide an ad ho rewrite. Looking at the
remaining goal, one might think that our aim, to prove falsity, has been lost. But this
is not so: a goal :M is equivalent to M  F. We an qui kly pro eed to show that
p divides (FACT n), and thus that p = 1, hen e that p is not prime, at whi h point we
are done. This an all be pa kaged into a single invo ation of PROVE_TAC:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

e (PROVE_TAC [PRIME_POS, NOT_LESS, DIVIDES_FACT,
DIVIDES_ADDL, DIVIDES_ONE, NOT_PRIME_1℄);
OK..
Meson sear h level: ............
Goal proved.
[..℄ |- ~(p divides FACT n + 1)
Goal proved.
[.℄
|- (~(FACT n + 1 = 1) ==> (?p. prime p /\ p divides FACT n + 1)) ==> F
Goal proved.
[.℄ |- F
val it =
Initial goal proved.
|- !n. ?p. n < p /\ prime p

Eu lid's theorem is now proved, and we an rest. However, this presentation of the
nal proof will be unsatisfa tory to some, be ause the proof is ompletely hidden in
the invo ation of the automated reasoner. Well then, let's try another proof, this time
employing the so- alled `assertional' style. When used uniformly, this allows a readable
linear presentation that mirrors the informal proof. The following proves Eu lid's theorem
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in the assertional style. We think it is fairly readable, ertainly mu h more so than the
standard ta ti proof just given.11
(AGAIN )

!n. ?p. n < p /\ prime p
CCONTR_TAC THEN
`?n. !p. n < p ==> ~prime p`
`~(FACT n + 1 = 1)`
`?p. prime p /\
p divides (FACT n + 1)`
`0 < p`
`p <= n`
`p divides FACT n`
`p divides 1`
`p = 1`
`~prime p`
PROVE_TAC [℄

by PROVE_TAC [℄
THEN
by ARW_TAC [FACT_LESS,
DECIDE`~(x=0)=0<x`℄ THEN
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

PROVE_TAC
PROVE_TAC
PROVE_TAC
PROVE_TAC
PROVE_TAC
PROVE_TAC
PROVE_TAC

[PRIME_FACTOR℄
[PRIME_POS℄
[NOT_LESS℄
[DIVIDES_FACT℄
[DIVIDES_ADDL℄
[DIVIDES_ONE℄
[NOT_PRIME_1℄

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

7.1.5 Summary
The reader has now seen an interesting theorem proved, in great detail, in Hol98. The disussion illustrated the high-level tools provided in bossLib and tou hed on issues in luding
tool sele tion, undo, `ta ti polishing', exploratory simpli ation, and the `forking-o ' of
new proof attempts. We also attempted to give a avour of the thought pro esses a user
would employ. Following is a more-or-less random olle tion of other observations.



Even though the proof of Eu lid's theorem is short and easy to understand when
presented informally, a perhaps surprising amount of support development was required to set the stage for Eu lid's lassi argument.



The proof support o ered by bossLib (RW_TAC, PROVE_TAC, DECIDE_TAC, DECIDE,
Cases_on, Indu t_on, and the \by" onstru t) was nearly omplete for this example: it was rarely ne essary to resort to lower-level ta ti s.



Simpli ation is a workhorse ta ti ; even when an automated reasoner like PROVE_TAC
is used, its appli ation has often been set up by some exploratory simpli ations.
It therefore pays to be ome familiar with the strengths and weaknesses of the simpli er.



A ommon problem with intera tive proof systems is dealing with hypotheses. Often
PROVE_TAC and the \by" onstru t allow the use of hypotheses without dire tly
resorting to indexing into them (or naming them, whi h amounts to the same thing).
This is desirable, sin e the hypotheses are notionally a set, and moreover, experien e

11 Note

that CCONTR TAC, whi h is used to start the proof, initiates a proof by ontradi tion by negating
the goal and pla ing it on the hypotheses, leaving F as the new goal.
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has shown that pro igate indexing into hypotheses results in hard-to-maintain proof
s ripts. However, it an be lumsy to work with a large set of hypotheses, in whi h
ase the following approa hes may be useful.
One an dire tly refer to hypotheses by using UNDISCH_TAC (makes the designated
hypothesis the ante edent to the goal), ASSUM_LIST (gives the entire hypothesis list
to a ta ti ), POP_ASSUM (gives the top hypothesis to a ta ti ), and PAT_ASSUM (gives
the rst mat hing hypothesis to a ta ti ). The numbers atta hed to hypotheses
by the proof manager ould likely be used to a ess hypotheses (it would be quite
simple to write su h a ta ti ). However, starting a new proof is sometimes the most
larifying thing to do.
In some ases, it is useful to be able to delete a hypothesis. This an be a omplished
by passing the hypothesis to a ta ti that ignores it. For example, to dis ard the
top hypothesis, one ould invoke POP_ASSUM (K ALL_TAC).



In the example, we didn't use the more advan ed features of bossLib, largely beause they do not, as yet, provide mu h more fun tionality than the simple sequen ing of simpli ation, de ision pro edures, and automated rst order reasoning. The
THEN ta ti al has thus served as an adequate repla ement. In the future, these
entrypoints should be ome more powerful.



It is almost always ne essary to have an idea of the informal proof in order to be
su essful when doing a formal proof. However, all too often the following strategy is
adopted: (1) rewrite the goal with a few relevant de nitions, and then (2) rely on the
syntax of the resulting goal to guide subsequent ta ti sele tion. Su h an approa h
onstitutes a lear ase of the tail wagging the dog, and is a poor strategy to adopt.
Insight into the high-level stru ture of the proof is one of the most important fa tors
in su essful veri ation exer ises.
The author has noti ed that many of the most su essful veri ation experts work
using a sheet of paper to keep tra k of the main steps that need to be made. Perhaps
looking away to the paper helps break the mesmerizing e e t of the omputer s reen.
On the other hand, one of the advantages of having a me hanized logi is that the
ma hine an be used as a formal expression al ulator, and thus the user an use it
to qui kly and a urately explore various proof possibilities.



High powered tools like PROVE_TAC, DECIDE_TAC, and RW_TAC are the prin ipal way
of advan ing a proof in bossLib. In many ases, they do exa tly what is desired,
or even manage to surprise the user with their power. In the formalization of
Eu lid's theorem, the tools performed fairly well. However, sometimes they are
overly aggressive, or they simply ounder. In su h ases, more spe ialized proof
tools need to be used, or even written, and hen e the support underlying bossLib
must eventually be learned.



Having a good knowledge of the available lemmas, and where they are lo ated, is
an essential part of being su essful. Often powerful tools an repla e lemmas in a
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restri ted domain, but in general, one has to know what has already been proved.
We have found that the entrypoints in DB help in qui kly nding lemmas.

Chapter 8
The Programmer's Interfa e
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